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Abstract  
Purpose: The thesis seeks to investigate how activist groups have strategically made use of emotions and 

symbols in visuals and how this influences firms and third parties in the context of private politics towards 

corporate social irresponsibility (CSI) where activist groups via mediatized activism have sought to inflict 

symbolic damage upon a perceived socially irresponsible firm. 

 

Design/methodology/approach: The thesis abductively associates the strategic use of emotions and symbols 

in visuals with an integrated normative framework of private politics towards CSI, which is investigated in a 

multiple cross-case study design by a narrative thematic analysis as well as social and multimodal semiotics.    

 

Findings: The thesis finds that the strategic use of emotions and symbols in visuals can be correlated with an 

activist groups’ perception of a socially irresponsible firm, and that it influences the intensity of perceived firm 

irresponsibility by third parties as well as the likelihood of firm adoption and/or whether a firm creates a 

conflict over the resolution to the issue(s) in an attempt to maintain competitive advantage.  

 

Research limitations/implications: The thesis delimits its attention towards how both the strategic use of 

emotions and symbols in visuals and third-party influences are expressed on the social media of YouTube. As 

a result, more research is needed to verify the validity and reliability of the empirical integration in the thesis. 

 

Practical implications: The thesis finds that some types of the strategic usages of emotions and symbols in 

visuals by activist groups are likely to obtain a high intensity in perceived firm irresponsibility by third parties, 

whereas other types are more likely to lead to firm adoption and/or a conflict over the resolution to an issue. 

 

Originality/value: The attempt to apply the strategic use of emotions and symbols in visuals directly in 

context of private politics towards CSI is the first of its kind.  

 

Keywords: Private politics, corporate social irresponsibility (CSI), symbolic damage, mediatized activism, the 

strategic use of emotions and symbols in visuals. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

The ability of public politics to address issues of corporate social irresponsibility (CSI) is under scrutiny. Not 

only have governments been blamed to serve their own self-interests and therefore failed to impose public 

regulation that sets a responsible agenda for businesses, but firms have also been disrupted in setting a 

responsible agenda due to the inadequacy of global capitalism to make a true social impact (de Bakker et al, 

2020:1296; Sheehy, 2015:627). Despite legislative attempts, the social responsibility of firms remains by 

definition outside the scope of public intervention (Schneider, 2020:1304-1309). In that sense, individual firms 

are to a considerable extent left with the opportunity of setting their own socially responsible agenda 

according to their own views and beliefs, which leads to instances of corporate social irresponsibility (CSI) (den 

Hond & de Bakker, 2007:903). 

 

In order to confront this issue, activist groups have instead resorted to private politics. By contrast to public 

politics and corporate social responsibility (CSR), private politics is a negotiation between actors that takes 

place outside the public domain, whereas CSI highlights the so-called ‘dark side’ of business decisions (Baron, 

2003:33; Popa & Salanta, 2014:137). Accordingly, activist groups are performing ideologically motivated 

activism in an attempt to persuade firms to make up for their social irresponsibility. In doing so, institutional 

theory point to an increasing popularity in the use of inflicting symbolic damage, which is an attempt to harm 

the reputation of a firm by drawing upon mass media (den Hond & de Bakker, 2007:909). Relatedly, the 

concept of mediatized activism has been introduced by Fabian & Reestorf (2015:8) who explored the use of 

visual imageries by activist groups such as Greenpeace International, who quite famously distributed a video 

that raised questions towards Danish toy-manufacturer LEGO having a partnership with oil and gas company 

Royal Dutch Shell (Greenpeace International, 2014) 

 

Academics has recently turned its eye towards similar cases, and here it has been found that activist groups 

draw upon the strategic use of emotions and symbols in visuals (Barberá-Tomás et al, 2019:1790; Jarvis et al, 

2019:1358). In particular, it has been found that the production of a visual symbol accompanied by negative 

emotions are effective tools in enacting supporters – such as consumers – to change their institutionalized 

norms with regards to for example plastic pollution. Similar to research within private politics, it therefore 

underlines the importance of third-party influences in creating institutional change, yet it has not been 

investigated how the strategic use of emotions and symbols in visuals influences firms (Barberá-Tomas et al, 

2019:1790; Baron & Diermeier, 2007:600; Jarvis et al, 2019:1359). Nevertheless, by the application of findings 
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on the strategic use of emotions and symbols in visuals to research on private politics towards CSI, the thesis 

can therefore both theoretically and empirically investigate how both firms and third parties have responded 

in cases where activist groups have sought to inflict symbolic damage via mediatized activism. The following 

research question has been formulated accordingly: 

 

1.1 Research Question 

 

How has the strategic use of emotions and symbols in visuals influenced private politics 

towards corporate social irresponsibility in cases where activist groups via mediatized 

activism have sought to inflict symbolic damage upon a firm? 

  

However, important to note is that private politics has so far only been integrated into a positive framework 

of activist strategies, third-party influences and firm responses by Baron (2001), who also exclusively focused 

on CSR. In order to answer the research question, the thesis will therefore consider how both CSI research and 

institutional theory have advanced separated normative frameworks on respectively activist strategies, third-

party influences and firm responses (Basu & Palazzo, 2008; den Hond & de Bakker, 2007; Lange & Washburn, 

2012; Pache & Santos, 2010). Such contributions will therefore be accounted for in the following literature 

review in order for the thesis to construct an integrated normative framework of private politics towards CSI 

that can embrace recent academic contributions on the strategic use of emotions and symbols in visuals.   

 

1.2 Thesis Structure 

The thesis is divided into seven chapters. Drawing upon the highlighted works in the literature review (chapter 

2), the thesis will construct an integrated normative theoretical framework of private politics towards CSI that 

can provide the foundation for an answer to the research question (chapter 3). Subsequently, it will present 

its methodological considerations (chapter 4), which consists of three interrelated sections that help explain 

how a coding analysis of four cases has been conducted to identify emergent themes in accordance with the 

theory. The thesis then takes the reader through a storyline of the four cases by unfolding its thematic findings 

(chapter 5), which is followed by a discussion (chapter 6) of respectively the findings, the theoretical 

contributions and the practical implications. Finally, the thesis presents the answer to the research question 

in the conclusion (chapter 6).  
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 
The purpose of the literature review is to synthesize the extant literature on the disciplines and concepts that 

appear from the research question. Accordingly, the review will initially go through both the positive and 

normative contributions to private politics, where the latter shall be accompanied by research on CSI. 

Subsequently, the three contributing concepts that appear from the research will be reviewed in order to 

identify how they may apply into an integrated normative framework of private politics towards CSI.  

 

2.1 Towards an Integrated Normative Framework  

Research related to the field of private politics have from the positive theory by Baron (2001) onwards 

developed a separate normative focus on either activist strategies, third-party influences or firm responses, 

and although many of which point towards the significance of its counterpart (e.g. that a theory on activist 

strategies complements one on firm response strategies, and vice versa), a research gap exists as such theories 

have not yet formed part of an integrated normative framework of private politics towards CSI (den Hond & 

de Bakker, 2007:920; Basu & Palazzo, 2008:123; Windsor, 2012:1937; Lange & Washburn, 2012:300; Reid & 

Toffel, 2009:1173).  

 

2.1.1 Positive theory on private politics towards CSR 

David P. Baron (2001, 2003) lay the scholarly foundation for the understanding of private politics. He did so by 

explaining its significance in relation to corporate social responsibility (CSR) from a positive theory perspective.  

 

The antecedents of private politics  

According to Baron (2001:31), the essence of private politics is that it addresses a conflict and a resolution 

between an activist group and a firm without reliance upon public interferences. In other words, it is simply 

up to individual actors to resolve this conflict, which may be influenced by third parties such as consumers or 

the media.  

 

Traditional research on private politics is rooted in a positive philosophy, which guided Baron (2001) in 

establishing an integrated positive framework of private politics. In this stream of research, works such as 

Baron (2001:17), Baron (2003:53-55), Baron & Diermeier (2007:632) and Lenox & Eesley (2009:69-70) have 
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advanced a positive theory where measures of the impact of an activist strategy and a firm response strategy 

are dependent upon positive variables, such as pollution levels or capital reserves. This focus stemmed from 

the influence of Coasean theory and can be characterized as employing a mathematic game theoretical 

perspective. Nevertheless, more recent studies of private politics have in turn advanced such positive theory 

in an inter-firm competitive context, seeking to determine the importance of private politics from respectively 

a shareholder or internet activism perspective (Deng et al, 2010; Luo et al, 2016; Reid & Toffel, 2009).  

 

Private politics and CSR  

Although CSR as a concept only formed part of the work by Baron (2001), there is a strong consensus in the 

positive stream of research to consider private politics in light of social concerns (Baron, 2003:31; Baron & 

Diermeier, 2007:599; Feddersen & Gilligan, 2001:149; Lennox & Eesley, 2009:46).  

 

These scholars viewed social concerns as a reasoning behind conflicts and means to arrive at resolutions in 

private politics, yet with only little attention to the ethical or socially responsible dimension, but more focus 

upon the battle for social order. However, Baron (2001:7-8) did recognize a normative tradition in his research 

on CSR, but focus was delimited towards how it may serve firms to increase sales in a competitive market. In 

addition, he also stated that the interplay between private politics and CSR inherently rests upon measures of 

corporate altruism and profit maximization, thereby indirectly referring to features related to both CSI and 

CSR (Popa & Salanta, 2014:137). However, as CSR has been a concept in rapid development that has given 

birth to a number of interrelated concepts, the distinction between and academic knowledge about CSR and 

CSI has grown in an equal measure. For that reason, it is appropriate from an academic perspective to 

contribute to the scholarly work within private politics by providing an update so that it embraces the 

contemporary notion of what has come to be known as CSI.  

 

Activist strategies  

The understanding of activist strategies plays perhaps the most integral part of private politics as they are its 

very outset. However, in general, the focus upon activist strategies was diverged upon measures of how firms 

may achieve gains in inter-firm competition by responding to activist campaigns (Baron, 2001:7; Baron, 

2003:34; Baron & Diermeier, 2007:601-602). In that way, the scholars perceived activist campaigns as an issue 

for firms and not an opportunity for activist groups or other societal interests to advance a more responsible 

agenda. As a result, the literature rested on the assumption that activist groups also played by the rules of the 

market in an attempt to inflict material damage upon a firm if it did not meet the expectations of the activist 
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group. Although symbolic damage also addresses an attempt to inflict reputational damage, which inarguably 

relates to market rules, the literature did nonetheless not capture the ideological motivations behind activist 

strategies.  

 

Third party influences 

According to Baron (2003:58-59), the seriousness of activist campaigns against firms depends on how it is 

perceived by third parties. Drawing upon the work by Feddersen & Gilligan (2001), Baron (2001:8) advanced 

the notion of a so-called credence good which is a more holistic interpretation of consumption that also looks 

at the environmental considerations of a firm in producing a good. Third-party influences therefore formed 

part of his study as such considerations by consumers would be included in his positive approach, meaning 

that companies could financially benefit from catering to environmentally concerned consumers (Baron, 

2001:12). Nevertheless, Baron (2001:13) also touched upon how activist groups mobilize third-party 

influences by consumers in an attempt to increase corporate pressure and perform material damage.  

 

Firm response strategies 

Most of the work in traditional positive research on private politics and CSR focused upon how firms 

strategically respond to activist campaigns. Here, Baron & Diermeier (2007:615-620) argue that firms may 

either self-regulate (i.e. give in to the demands by an activist group) or target reputation (i.e. challenge the 

credibility of the demands by an activist group). In addition, a common denominator for the positive theory 

contributions to private politics is that they all point to the relevance of either activist strategies or third-party 

influences (Baron, 2001:13; Baron, 2003:51; Baron & Diermeier, 2007:620). On the one hand, it was 

emphasized that the severity of both firm response strategies and activist strategies largely depended on how 

willing either of the actors were to gain support by the public. On the other hand, firm response strategies 

were also linked with types of activist strategies, yet in these works, material damage and not symbolic damage 

was extensively investigated.  

 

2.1.2 Normative institutional theory on private politics and CSI research 

Research on private politics has changed in nature by its introduction to normative institutional theory. Here, 

scholars have separately investigated individual components such as activist strategies and firm response 

strategies, yet no scholars have attempted to establish an integrated normative framework of private politics 

towards CSI. In addition, research on CSI includes a stream of literature where the perception of third parties 

is investigated. 
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Institutional theory on private politics 

Although institutional theory on private politics remains in its infancy, a number of scholarly contributions 

have nonetheless established its presence and purpose. By recognizing the obstacles of private actors to 

enforce power upon other private actors, such as activist groups, third parties and firms, Büthe (2010:17) 

formulated a research agenda on private politics where he stressed the necessity of conducting both positive 

and normative research.  

 

In a number of contributions in institutional theory from around the same time, the call for research was 

answered by providing a shift from positive measure to a normative understanding of particularly activist 

groups and firms. Here, some contributions investigated normative firm responses to both public and private 

politics (Hiatt et al, 2015; Reid & Toffel, 2009), while another examined the longitudal receptivity by firms to 

activist pressures (McDonell et al, 2015). However, in a more elaborately normative fashion, the perhaps most 

influential contributions are provided by den Hond & de Bakker (2007) and Pache & Santos (2010) who 

respectively provided an understanding of the societal views and beliefs behind activist strategies and firm 

responses.  

 

Institutional theory and CSI  

The relationship of the concept of CSI remains to be directly addressed in normative institutional theory on 

private politics. Going back to the definition as provided by the positive theory, private politics and CSI share 

fundamental ideological considerations as the former is defined as “actions by private interests such as 

activists that target private agents, often in the institution of public sentiment” (Baron & Diermeier, 2007, p. 

600, ll. 4-6), whereas CSI entails the ‘dark side’ of business decisions (Popa & Salanta, 2014:137). Accordingly, 

it is reasonable to argue that the similarity between the two is to be found in the synonymous features of a 

public sentiment and the dark side of business decisions. 

A relatively broad stream of research has been preoccupied with the conceptual definition of and 

differentiation between CSR and CSI (Jones et al: 2009; Murphy & Schlegelmilch: 2012: Petrevu et al: 2011; 

Popa & Salanta: 2014; Windsor: 2012). As one of the common traits of all of the works, the scholars refer to 

the definition of CSI as provided in the much earlier work by Armstrong (1977, p. 185, ll. 21-24):  
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“a socially irresponsible act is a decision to accept an alternative that is thought by the decision 

maker to be inferior to another alternative when the effects upon all parties are considered. 

Generally this involves a gain by one party at the expense of the total system”.  

Consequently, it not only applies to the fundamental dynamics of private politics but also to the normative 

turn as seen in institutional theory.  

Activist strategies  

den Hond & de Bakker (2007) drew upon social movement literature and institutional change theory which 

led them to formulate ideologically motivated activist tactics against firms. What the scholars contributed with 

was an understanding of how activist strategies towards firms are ideologically constructed. Here, the authors 

argue that a central distinction between activist groups is whether it has radical or normative traits and if it 

uses either structural or consequential arguments to establish a moral legitimacy to deinstitutionalize the ‘field 

frame’ of a firm. These considerations are suggested to be central in how activist groups employ various 

tactics, such as symbolic damage.  

 

In the context of the thesis, one notable contribution to CSI research offers a more nuanced understanding of 

the ideological perception by an activist group. Although ideology and perception have also been covered in 

other works, the common denominator for these are that they have focused upon how firms may change its 

strategy in order to alleviate third-party perceptions of CSI (Sweetin et al, 2013; Wu, 2014). However, in the 

work by Lange & Washburn (2012:300), the focus is upon how firm observers – such as activist group – who 

assess the CSI of a firm. Here, the authors offer a distinct array of normative assessments that an activist group 

makes when trying to legitimize the social irresponsibility of a firm, which for example can be rooted in 

whether a firm misuses another party or if its actions have negative environmental implications. 

 

Third party influences 

Third-party influences have only partly covered in institutional theory on private politics, yet the importance 

of which is emphasized throughout most of the works (Büthe, 2010:3; den Hond & de Bakker, 2007:910; Hiatt 

et al, 2015:1778; Reid & Toffel, 2009:1159). Common to all and similar to traditional research on private 

politics is that the scholars highlight the influence by consumers to determine the severity what may be 

labelled social irresponsibility yet all in connection to either an activist or firm focus. By contrast, research on 

CSI offers an understanding of perceptions of third parties with a particular focus upon emotions.  
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Here, one stream of CSI literature that investigated the emotional attributions in third-party influences has 

also looked at what den Hond & de Bakker (2007:909-911) classifies as either material damage (e.g. boycotts) 

or symbolic damage (e.g. negative publicity) (Antonetti & Maklan, 2014; Grappi et al, 2013; Lindenmeier et al, 

2011; Romani et al, 2015). In particular, symbolic damage has proved increasingly useful and this is echoed 

from the results in the works by Grappi et al (2013:1818) and Romani et al (2015:665) who found that 

consumers are more likely to contribute to negative publicity than participation in boycotts. 

 

Firm response strategies 

There are four contributions in institutional theory on private politics to the normative understanding of firm 

response strategies. Hiatt et al (2015:1769) and Reid & Toffel (2009:1157) looked at both private and public 

politics. Here, it was found that the combination of activist pressures in both private and public domains 

increases the likelihood of firms employing adoptive response strategies. However, as their studies were not 

only extended to consider public politics but also various activist pressures, such as from shareholders, their 

work does not prove directly applicable to the purpose of the thesis. In another contribution, McDonell et al 

(2015:654) investigated the longitudal understanding of firm’s receptivity towards activist pressures solely in 

the light of private politics, where they found that most often firms would adopt a defensive normative 

position.  

 

However, the final contribution by Pache & Santos (2010:459) dug even deeper into the normative toolbox by 

establishing a theory that takes into consideration the ideology of firms, which lead them to formulate a 

distinct response strategies and tactics. Worth noting, however, is that this study merely presented a theory 

and – to the best of the thesis’ knowledge – it has not been extensively investigated empirically. Nevertheless, 

as previously introduced, CSI research also may contribute to the normative understanding of firm response 

strategies. Here, the most notable contribution is by Basu & Palazzo (2008:124) who outline a sensemaking 

process for firms in establishing what they call a CSR character. Specifically, the scholars look at the cognitive, 

linguistics and connotative dimensions in order to identify a firm’s ideological stand in upholding a socially 

responsible reputation. As a result, this can be seen as a countermove to activist groups perceiving that firms 

are socially irresponsible and attempting to inflict symbolic damage to hurt its reputation.  

 

2.2 Contributions to an Integrated Normative Framework  

Now that the literature review has established the positive traditions in private politics as well as in what 

direction such research is being taken by normative intuitional theory, the review shall account for how the 
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thesis can make its contribution to an integrated normative framework of private politics towards CSI. Building 

upon the ability of institutional theory and CSI research holding the ability to outline an integrated normative 

framework, the concepts of symbolic damage, mediatized activism and the strategic use of emotions and 

symbols in visuals will therefore be reviewed in order to identify how they may contribute to the understanding 

of the three respective actors in private politics towards CSI. 

 

2.2.1 Symbolic damage 

In research on private politics, symbolic damage as an activist strategy has so far only played an integral role 

in the work by den Hond & de Bakker (2007, p. 909, ll. 46-47), who define it as “affecting a firm’s reputation 

through the clever use of media”. The scholars drew inspiration from della Porta & Diani (1999) as well as 

Taylor & van Dyke (2004), which similarly has been done in a study by Cammaerts (2013) who coin the term 

insurrectionary symbolic damage in relation to violent protests. However, quite identical to the definition by 

den Hond & de Bakker (2012:909), he drew upon another definition provided by Williams (2008) saying that 

the objective of insurrectionary symbolic damage is to “bring the illegitimacy of the private to public attention, 

create public debate”. However, going back to the definition by den Hond & de Bakker (2007:909-911), the 

role of the media in particular plays a central role in symbolic damage. 

 

2.2.2 Mediatized Activism 

Mediatized activism can be said to be a participatory form symbolic damage as it may generate negative 

publicity or lead to a petition against firms (den Hond & de Bakker, 2007:911; Fabian & Reestorf, 2015:3-4). 

However, although similar contributions also may be applicable, mediatized activism as a concept has only 

been directly applied in two works. It was introduced by Fabian & Reestorf (2015:3) who stated that it is a type 

of activism that is distributed via digital media. In that sense, the concept is rather broad and may therefore 

also related to for example internet-based activism or hashtag activism (Xiong et al, 2019). However, the 

authors exemplified mediatized activism by drawing the use of visual imageries in the Greenpeace vs. LEGO 

case, which was also extensively investigated in another publication where a Greenpeace representative was 

interviewed according to what the authors call mediatized cultural activism by focusing upon other concepts 

such as visual culture jamming (Fabian & Reestorf, 2015:3; Reestorf, 2015:26). However, in the context of the 

thesis, mediatized activism may be labelled more ideological than cultural – or perhaps emotional or symbolic. 
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2.2.3 The strategic use of emotions and symbols in visuals 

Finally, the conceptual definition of the strategic use of emotions and symbols may be understood in 

accordance with the work by Meyer et al (2013:505-506) who establish that emotions and symbols play an 

integral persuasive role in the strategic approach towards visuals. Building upon Jasper (1998), some studies 

have looked at the strategic use of emotions by animal abuse organizations and the famous Adbusters Media 

Foundation, while others have investigated the use of visuals in campaigns against plastic pollution with a 

particular focus on negative emotions (Barberá-Tomás et al, 2019-1789; Jarvis et al, 2019:1358; Wettergren, 

2007:99).  

 

However, the two most recent of which actually extend their focus to cover how supporters (i.e. third parties) 

have influenced the perception of visuals by activist groups. In addition to the authors stating that such work 

does not necessarily delimit itself to negative emotions but can also cover positive ones, this stream of 

research arguably makes up a good point of departure in exploring how symbolic damage may be achieved by 

means of emotions and symbols in a normative framework of private politics towards CSI. Nevertheless, in 

relation to previous section of the literature review, Jarvis et al (2019:1382-1383) in fact call for further 

research that apply such theory to cover the so-called institutional battle, which the thesis will do within a 

normative framework of private politics towards CSI.  

 

2.2.4 Contributions to private politics towards CSI 

The three above-outlined concepts contribute to the understanding of private politics towards CSI because 

they are emergent in practice and have not yet been studied in this combination. While symbolic damage is 

argued to be a popular activist tactic, the empirical volume of cases resembling mediatized activism and the 

strategic use of emotions symbols in visuals is similarly increasing (den Hond & de Bakker, 2007:909; Fabian & 

Reestorf, 2015:9; Meyer et al, 2013:495). As a result, a focus upon how activist groups have strategically used 

emotions and symbols in visuals to inflict symbolic damage upon firms via mediatized activism offers a new 

perspective that is applicable to the combination of normative institutional theory in private politics and 

research on CSI. 

 

With regards to activist strategies, mediatized activism and the strategic use of emotions can contribute to 

exemplify one particular emergent type of symbolic damage. In that way, such focus can contribute to 

understand how activist groups articulate their ideological views and beliefs on socially irresponsible firms to 

determine whether the strategic use of for example specific emotions may reflect the perceptions of activist 
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groups. In addition, it will also follow the direction in some of the extant literature that have looked at how 

mass media – such as the internet – is playing an increasingly important role for activist groups. In relation, 

the focus on these three concepts is also relevant for the understanding of third-party influences, as both 

Barberá-Tomás et al (2019) and Jarvis et al (2019) have investigated how users on social media influence the 

perception of visuals by activist groups. Finally, the question that remains is whether the strategic use of 

emotions and symbols in visual to inflict symbolic damage via mediatized activism can help identify why and 

how firms strategically respond in such cases. In accordance with the three actors in private politics towards 

CSI, the following three theoretically informed research questions have been formulated to guide the thesis 

in answering the overall research question:  

 

(1) How have activist groups via mediatized activism strategically used emotions and symbols in 

visuals to inflict symbolic damage upon a perceived socially irresponsible firm?  

 

(2) How have third parties perceived and influenced the strategic use of use of emotions and symbols 

in visuals when activist groups have sought to inflict symbolic damage upon a perceived socially 

irresponsibility firm via mediatized? 

 

 (3) How have firms strategically responded in cases where activist groups have sought to inflict 

symbolic damage via mediatized by the strategic use of emotions and symbols in visuals? 

 

Chapter 3: Theory 
In accordance with the contributions from respectively normative institutional theory on private politics, CSI 

research, and the three contributing concepts, the theory chapter will outline six theoretical constructs that 

can form part of an integrated normative framework of private politics towards CSI. As shall be further 

elaborated in the following methodology chapter, the purpose of the theory chapter is to identify relevant 

first-order codes (Riessman, 2005:2). 

 

For the sake of simplicity, one may consider each theoretical construct as forming part of an interactive 

communication model (Bovee & Thill, 2015:56). Here, Lange & Washburn’s (2012) theory on CSI attributions 

covers how activist groups interpret (perceive) the social irresponsibility of a firm, which encodes meaning 

into the attempt of inflicting symbolic damage via mediatized activism, as covered in the second theoretical 
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construct (den Hond & de Bakker, 2007; Fabian & Reestorf, 2015). Next, the chapter centers its attention 

towards the message by introducing the theories by Barberá-Tomás et al (2019) and Jarvis et al (2019) on how 

the strategic use of emotions and symbols in visuals has been utilized by activist groups and subsequently 

decoded and interpreted in the section on third-party influences. Finally, the decoding of the message is also 

covered by the theoretical construct of firm response strategies which is followed by how the actor interprets 

its own CSR character (Basu & Palazzo, 2008; Pache & Santos, 2010).  

 

3.1 Corporate Social Irresponsibility Attributions  

In the first step of towards constructing a theoretical framework, the thesis will seek to identify how an activist 

group encodes its strategy with meaning. In the context of private politics towards CSI, it is therefore 

considered fitting to draw upon the work by Lange & Washburn (2012) in order to clarify how an activist group 

subjectively assesses the social irresponsibility that it believes a firm is carrying out. In other words, such 

assessments provide a basis to the understanding of how private politics towards CSI can turn into a conflict 

between activist groups and firms, as a firm may hold a contrasting view. 

 

Lange & Washburn (2012:303) presents a theory on how firm observers subjectively perceive, influence and 

assess the CSI of a firm. Although it applies to many types of observers, the thesis will relate the theory to 

activist groups. In the below, the thesis will therefore outline the theory that tie together what the authors 

call The Expanded Model of Corporate Social Irresponsibility, which consists of three categories, namely 

primary factors, further influences and corporate social irresponsibility frames (Lange & Washburn, 2012:310-

316). However, as the latter category centers around how an activist group itself has been influenced by 

filtered and framed information, it goes beyond the scope of the thesis, since the focus on activist strategies 

is instead placed upon how its impacts the actions of the other actors. 

 

3.1.1 The Expanded Model of Corporate Social Irresponsibility 

Lange & Washburn (2012:301-303) constructed the model from the interplay between attribution theory and 

perceptions of CSI, and it recognizes an unavoidability of bias as opposed to the work by Baron (2001, 2003, 

2007). These biases are in fact the very starting point of the model itself. Here, it is argued that activist groups 

may (1) infer irrational conclusions or judgements, (2) have certain perceptual limitations, and (3) be influenced 

by filtered and framed information (Lange & Washburn, 2012:302). Altogether, these biases constitute the 

various attributions that depict the three primary factors that are relevant for the understanding of how an 

activist group perceives a socially irresponsible firm. 
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Primary factors 

According to Lange & Washburn (2012:304-310), three interrelated primary factors attribute to an activist 

group perceiving a firm as socially irresponsible. The definitions of the factors are listed in the below table: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From the above, it is clear that the authors argue that “corporate social irresponsibility attributions depend on 

the combined presence of the three factors” (Lange & Washburn, 2012, p. 307, ll. 102-104). For that reason, a 

firm needs to be perceived as being linked with an undesirable social outcome that negatively affects other 

parties, such as people or animals. In that way, assessments of effect undesirability are positively related to 

assessments of corporate culpability, while assessments of corporate culpability and affected party non-

complicity are reciprocally positively related to each other. If all factors are at least somewhat present, they 

will attribute to corporate social irresponsibility according to their relative weight assessed by an activist group, 

which means that an activist group’s perception of a socially irresponsible firm can rest heavily upon one factor 

(Lange & Washburn, 2012:308). The interrelatedness of the factors is tied to a central idea of activist groups, 

on the one hand, drawing causal inferences to explain how undesirable firm behavior has implications for 

others as well as to determine the degree to which harm stems from inside or outside the firm, and, on the 

other hand, making moral judgments as to who should then be perceived as irresponsible (Lange & Washburn, 

2012:303-304). 

 

 

 

Effect undesirability Corporate culpability Affected party non-complicity 

“An observed social outcome 

perceived as undesirable and 

ostensibly associated with the 

corporation. […] The social 

effects may be personally 

threatening, may trigger moral 

impulses, and/or may violate 

strong norms for corporate 

outcomes.”  (Lange & Washburn, 

2012, p. 304, ll. 60-62, 68-71) 

“When a perceiver associates a 

corporation with an undesirable 

social outcome” (Lange & 

Washburn, 2012, p. 305, ll. 60-

61) 

“Affected parties could range 

from specific identifiable 

individuals to more generalized 

groups. […] perceptions of [such] 

in the negative event feed into 

the perceiver’s categorization of 

the of the corporation as socially 

irresponsible” (Lange & 

Washburn, 2012, p. 304, ll. 102-

106, p. 307, ll. 89-92) 

Figure 3.1: Primary factors Source: Lange & Washburn, 2012  
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Further influences 

Four so-called further influences are suggested by the authors to shed additional light on how attributions of 

corporate social irresponsibility are perceived (Lange & Washburn, 2012:310-316). The influences range from 

perceptions of firm or effect characteristics to social identification with an affected party or an implicated firm, 

and altogether they bias activist groups in assessing the three primary factors. Assuming that an activist group 

holds strong perceptions of the further influence, a number of underlying determinants are relevant. These 

are outlined in the below table: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The further influences are either positively or negatively related to the three primary factors (Lange & 

Washburn, 2012:312-316). First, firm characteristics are considered to be positively related to assessments of 

corporate culpability. Second, effect characteristics are positively related to effect undesirability. Third, social 

identification with implicated party (henceforth SIAP) is positively related to affected party non-complicity 

and/or effect undesirability. Fourth – and by contrast to the previous – social identification with implicated 

firm (henceforth SIIF) is negatively related to all three primary factors as it ultimately reflects a decrease in an 

activist group’s perception of socially irresponsible firm. By considering all of the four further influences in 

relation to the primary factors, it therefore enables the thesis to clearly distinguish between the perceptions 

of activist groups that are apparent in each individual case. 

 

 

Firm characteristics 
1) Perceived disposition (i.e. prior perception of firm versus current perception)   
2) Firm size (i.e. large firms are more likely to be blamed for exploitation of resources) 
3) Firm prominence (i.e. familiar firms are easier to mobilize activism against) 

Effect characteristics 1) Unexpectedness (i.e. when an unusual irresponsible act takes place) 
2) Concentration in time and space (i.e. geographical or future considerations) 

Social identification 

with affected party 
(SIAP) 

1) Skeptical towards accusations of irresponsibility  
2) Search for explanations of innocence  
3) (less influenced by filters and frames) 

Social identification 

with implicated firm 
(SIIF) 

1) Skeptical towards accusations of complicity  
2) Search for explanations of innocence 
3) (less influenced by filters and frames) 

Figure 3.2: Further influences  Source: Lange & Washburn, 2012  
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3.2 Symbolic Damage via Mediatized Activism 

Under the second theoretical construct, the focus remains upon activist strategies. However, the thesis will 

here look to identify how one may distinguish symbolic damage as an activist tactic from other tactics in private 

politics, as well as to understand how mediatized activism acts a means to inflict symbolic damage by the 

online distribution visual imageries. 

 

In doing so, the theoretical construct will initially draw upon the normative institutional theory on private 

politics by den Hond & de Bakker (2007), who provides the most elaborate account of symbolic damage. 

Subsequently, the concept of mediatized activism will be outlined as understood in accordance with Fabian & 

Reestorf (2015).  

 

3.2.1 Activism in the process of institutional change 

According to den Hond & de Bakker (2007:905), it is crucial for the understanding of symbolic damage to 

identify when and how it takes places during the process of creating institutional change. In general, the 

process can be split into three phases: (1) institutionalization (perceived social irresponsibility by a firm is not 

challenged), (2) deinstitutionalization (perceived social irresponsibility by a firm has been challenged), and (3) 

reinsittutionalization (perceived social irresponsibility by a firm is changed).  

 

In this process, the authors therefore make the assumption that firms have isomorphic dynamics, leading them 

to drive internal organizational resources with coercive, normative and cognitive forces while also being 

influenced from external interactions with activist groups or third parties (den Hond & de Bakker, 2007:905). 

Altogether, these internal dynamics accumulate into ‘field frames’ (i.e. a standard) that can be opposed by an 

activist group who seeks to hold a firm to another standard based on its ideological views and beliefs. In that 

way, den Hond & de Bakker (2007, p. 903, ll. 19-23) state that activist groups are “activist in transforming 

shared ideals, concerns, or grievances into organized contention, and that they are a group in the sense that a 

collective identity enables them to overcome the problem of collective action”.  

 

However, in order for an activist group to initiate such organized contention, they first have to challenge the 

institutionalized field frame of the firm. Between the first and second phase of the institutional change 

process, activist groups challenge the field frame of a firm by means of moral legitimacy, which is “an 

evaluation of whether the organization ‘effectively promote[s] societal welfare, as defined by the audience's 

socially constructed value system’" (den Hond & de Bakker, 2007, p. 906, ll. 41-45). Accordingly, moral 
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legitimacy is highly related to Corporate Social Irresponsibility Attributions. Moral legitimacy is central in the 

process towards deinstitutionalization, and it varies depending on both the type of activist group and its 

arguments:  

(1) reformative activist groups seek moderate change, have faith in a firm and employ consequential 

arguments based on what a firm does, and 

(2)  radical activist groups seek drastic change, have no faith in a firm and employ structural arguments 

based on what a firm is (den Hond & de Bakker, 2007:903-906). 

In order to invoke moral legitimacy using either consequential or structural arguments, activist groups may 

choose the tactics of inflicting either material or symbolic damage (den Hond & de Bakker, 2007:912). 

However, whereas material damage (e.g. disturbing firm operations or damaging its property) is widely utilized 

in escalating phases of the deinstitutionalization process, symbolic damage is argued to be the tactical starting 

position in this process and will in escalating phases merely increase in its degree of participatory action from 

either internal advocates of the activist group or third parties. 

3.2.2 Symbolic damage  

Although symbolic damage is one of the four activist tactics suggested by den Hond & de Bakker (2007:911), 

the authors do no provide a clear definition of the tactic. Instead, they separate ‘symbolic’ from ‘damage’ by 

drawing upon Morrill et al’s (2003, p. 394, ll. 24-25) definition stating that “symbolic [aspects of social 

institutions] attempt to subvert dominant meanings, ideologies, and discourses”. However, with regards to 

‘damage’, the authors only directly apply this to the tactic of material damage, yet with inspiration from 

Merriam-Webster’s dictionary definition of ‘damage’, which is “loss or harm resulting from injury to person, 

property, or reputation” (“Damage”, n.d.),  it becomes clear from the work by den Hond & de Bakker 

(2007:910) that they refer to a loss or harm of the latter. In accordance with the above, it therefore seems 

fitting to provide the following definition of symbolic damage as distinct from material damage: 

 

Symbolic damage is an activist tactic (1) that attempts to subvert dominant meanings, 

ideologies and discourses (2) with the aim of inflicting loss or harm to the reputation of a firm.  

 

In addition to the above definition, den Hond & de Bakker (2007:911) also shed light on the various types 

symbolic damage which share a common dual objective in “delivering the claim to both the company and 

bystanders and convincing them that practices under [the institutionalization phase] are wrong.” (den Hond & 
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de Bakker, 2007, p. 914, ll. 22-24). In the context of the thesis, such perceived practices are therefore covered 

in the preceding section on Corporate Social Irresponsibility Attributions whereas the deliverance of the claim 

will be covered in the subsequent section on the strategic use of emotions and symbols in visuals.  

 

Nevertheless, den Hond & de Bakker’s (2007) theory does offer a categorization of the types of symbolic 

damage as well as definition of a typical target firm. With regards to the latter, “large companies that operate 

in advertising-intensive consumer markets” (den Hond & de Bakker, 2007, p. 910, ll. 55-56) are used as a prime 

example due to their reliance upon a strong reputation in maintaining transactions and resources. In that 

sense, symbolic damage can inflict material damage on both tangible and intangible assets yet in a less 

deliberately violent manner.  On the other hand, types of symbolic damage inflicted upon firms are separated 

into two categories according the level of participation: mass participation and elite participation. 

 

3.2.3 Mediatized activism 

Activist groups have in recent years come to face difficulties in mobilizing large numbers of participators in 

non-violent consumer protests to inflict symbolic damage, but with the rise of mass media via the internet, 

many activist groups are instead focusing their efforts on mobilizing media-oriented consumer protests via 

what is called mediatized activism (den Hond & de Bakker, 2007:911; Fabian & Reestorf, 2015:14). Similar to 

den Hond & de Bakker (2007), Fabian & Reestorf (2015:8) view mediatized activism as an institutional process 

and therefore provides the following definition of the concept:  

 

“Mediatization is the process in which society is increasingly submitted to and becomes 

dependent upon media and media logics. […] Activism is mediatized not only when it is widely 

documented and circulated but also when both the online and offline activities are adapted to 

symbols or mechanisms created by the media.” (Fabian & Reestorf, 2015, p. 8, ll. 28-30) 

 

However, in addition to this, mediatized activism is also argued to be a type of a participatory activist practice 

– yet it remains questioned how it fits into the distinction between mass and elite participation as proposed 

by den Hond & de Bakker (2007:911) (Fabian & Reestorf, 2015:3). In order to provide an answer, one may 

point to Fabian & Reestorf (2015:4,15,18) repeatedly connecting participation in mediatized activism to social 

media. Here, the authors do not only point to user debates on Twitter and concepts such as clicktivism but 

perhaps most importantly they introduce the exemplary case of Greenpeace vs. LEGO, which is perhaps one 

of the most well-known cases within mediatized activism. According to which, mediatized activism takes place 
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via the documentation and circulation of an activist message in the form of visual imaginaries on social media. 

In the Greenpeace vs. LEGO case, this was carried out by posting a video on YouTube and it therefore seems 

most fitting to consider mass participation that can be directly linked with the video. For that reason, the thesis 

will center its attentions towards how YouTube users have commented and thereby influenced video. As a 

result, such focus will also fit how firms are increasingly turning their attention towards especially negative 

comments on social media (Dekay, 2012:289). 

 

3.3 The Strategic use of Emotions and Symbols in Visuals  

In continuation of mediatized activism, this section of the theory chapter will turn its attention towards visual 

imageries to understand the strategic use of emotions and symbols. In accordance with the previous two 

sections, the presented theories should therefore be understood as a means for activist groups to articulate 

its perception of a socially irresponsible firm, upon whom it seeks to inflict symbolic damage via mediatized 

activism.  

 

The section will outline the theories and findings by both Barberá-Tomás et al (2019) and Jarvis et al (2019) as 

they cover both the emotional and symbolic aspects in mediatized activism. As presented in the literature 

review, both of the works investigate the strategic use of emotions and symbols in visual in relation to third 

parties. However, under this theoretical construct, it is solely the visuals that are in focus, whereas their 

contributions to the understanding of third-party influences will be covered under the next theoretical 

construct.  

 

3.3.1 Emotive tactics to elicit and avoid suppression of emotions via visuals 

The work by Jarvis et al (2019:1360) is scholarly rooted in two basic assumptions: (1) that the activity of 

institutions reflects a contemporary view on patterns of materialism which are infused with symbolic systems 

of meaning, and (2) that emotions in micro-level processes are central to the stimuli and perceptions needed 

to achieve collective goals. Accordingly, it places itself within the institutional sphere similar to the normative 

theory on private politics while also connecting to an activist group’s perception of a socially irresponsible firm. 

 

In the research context of activist groups seeking to obtain third-party influence for the cause of disrupting 

farm operations that perform animal abuse, the authors introduce the term reactive-affective commitment as 

a strategic use of emotions to influence discourses and interactions (Jarvis et al, 2019:1358-1360). In doing so, 

it has been found that such activist groups rely upon visuals where they employ an emotive tactic that the 
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authors label eliciting emotions via visuals, which shall be elaborated in the below (Jarvis et al, 2019:1367). 

However, it should be noted that two other emotive tactics were also included in their study, but as they were 

related to respectively undercover investigations of farm operations and face-to-face interactions with third 

parties, they will not be considered in the thesis.  

 

Eliciting emotions via visuals 

By means of semiotic interpretations of the videos by the activist groups, Jarvis et al (2019:1375) looked for 

what Jasper (1998:402) calls reactive emotions, which are “acute intense emotional experiences in direct 

response to highly salient stimuli in our immediate and social environments” (Jarvis et al, 2019, p. 1360, ll. 51-

54). According to Jasper (1998:402-406), reactive emotions represent one end of a continuum of emotions in 

protests, whereas affective emotions represent the other end. By contrast, affective emotions usually have a 

stronger and more long-lasting impression – such as love, hatred or loyalty. In the below, such continuum has 

been depicted, which includes a so-called ‘grey area’ in between the extremes with emotions that cannot be 

labelled either reactive or affective (please see table A1 in the appendix for Jasper’s description of the 

individual emotions): 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In Jarvis et al’s (2019:1375) work, it was found that the most prevalent reactive emotions elicited via visuals 

were anger (which is heavily linked with outrage and can be directed towards multiple ends) and sorrow (which 

increases proportionally with the affective emotion of love) (Jasper, 1998:406). In line with their research 

context, anger was then directed towards the abuse of animals, whereas sorrow was linked to the affection of 

the animals. In addition, it was also found that one of what Jasper (1998) call emotionally underpinned popular 

concepts also played an equally important role in eliciting emotions via visuals, namely the concept of moral 

shock. It encompasses the reactive emotion of grief coupled with a strong degree of emotional power due to 

the shock effect (Jasper, 1998:409-419. All of the concepts are listed in the below table: 

Reactive Affective 

Hatred 

Love 

Grey area 

Hostility 

Loathing Solidarity 

Loyalty 

Suspicion 

Paranoia 

Trust  

Respect 

Compassion 

Sympathy Pity 
Cynicism Depression 

Defiance 

Enthusiasm 

Pride 

Envy Resentment 

Fear 
Dread 

Joy 

Hope 

Resignation 

Anger 

Grief Loss 

Sorrow Outrage 

Indignation 

Shame 

Figure 3.3: The continuum of reactive and affective emotions 
Source: Jasper (1998) 
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From the above definitions, it is clear that Jasper (1998) did not relate these concepts to the elicitation of 

emotions via visuals, but as Jarvis et al (2019) find them relevant in doing so, the thesis will also seek to 

replicate these theoretically grounded findings to analyze the case data.  

 

3.3.2 Activist Groups’ Emotion-Symbolic Work 

Although the work by Barberá-Tomás et al (2019:1792,1808) is not directly labelled as institutional theory, it 

builds upon and extends its narrowly studied intersection with emotions and symbols from a multimodal 

semiotic perspective. In contrast to Jarvis et al (2019), the authors conduct their research within social 

entrepreneurship which is an “innovative, social value creating activity” (Barberá-Tomás et al, 2019, p. 1789, 

ll. 23-24) that takes places in public as well as private sectors and is directly applicable for the study of activist 

groups.  

Moral  
Shocks 

”’Moral shocks,’ […] occur when an unexpected event or piece of information raises such a 

sense of outrage in a person that she becomes inclined toward political action”  
(Jasper 1998, p. 409, ll. 2-5). 

Blame 

Frame  
alignment 

Injustice  
Frames 

Collective  
Identity 

Cognitive 

Liberation 

Membership 

Maintenance and 

Movement Culture 

Decline and 

Abeyance 

”If protest is going to arise from moral shocks, there must be someone to blame for 

what is wrong” (Jasper, 1998, p. 410, ll. 7-8).  

”Organizers and potential participants must ‘align’ their ‘frames,’ achieving a common 

definition of a social problem.” (Jasper, 1998, pp. 412-413, ll. 36-1). 

”a way of viewing a situation or condition that expresses indignation or outrage over a 

perceived injustice, as well as finding some human agency to blame for the transgression.” 

(Jasper, 1998, p. 414, ll. 3-5).  

”It sometimes refers to a sense of solidarity among members of a social movement itself, 

and sometimes to an underlying social categorization in whose name a movement claims 

to speak.” (Jasper, 1998, p. 415, ll. 3-5). 

”[Cognitive liberation implies] a radical change in one's perspective, [and is a] a relatively 

instrumental reading of available information about the [firm’s] willingness to repress 

dissent.” (Jasper, 1998, p. 416, ll. 1-4). 

”[When] individuals leave movements [due to] defection, including stigma in the external 

world, a lack of success, shifting goals of the movement or individual members, 

factionalism, and long hours.” (Jasper, 1998, p. 416, ll. 21-26).   

Many of the same emotions that help explain the origins and unfolding of social 

movements also contribute to its decline [, such as] love [or] frustration.   
(Jasper, 1998, p. 419, ll. 8-11) 

Table 3.4: Emotionally underpinned popular concepts 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Source: Jasper (1998) 
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With regards to emotions, their findings actually match those from Jarvis et al (2019) as they similarly point 

towards the significance of moral shock as suggested by Jasper (2011:287) (Barberá-Tomás et al, 2019:1790). 

Nonetheless, it also varies from Jarvis et al (2019) since it places significantly more emphasis on visual symbols 

in combination with visual emotions in presenting the concept of emotion-symbolic work (Barberá-Tomás et 

al, 2019:1790,1807-1808). 

 

Emotion-symbolic work is defined as the use of “visual images to evoke strong negative emotions of moral 

shock – including rage, sadness, and despair – among target actors to draw attention to [an] issue” (Barberá-

Tomás et al, 2019, p. 1790, ll. 79-82). It is applied in the research context of an activist group seeking to obtain 

third-party enactment to a difficult cause and it therefore differs from Jarvis et al’s (2019) focus on disruptive 

work. In addition to this, one should also note that while Barberá-Tomás et al (2019:1809) only found negative 

emotions, they do not deny the possibility of positive emotions in both visuals and third-party influences 

(which can be found the affective and grey area in figure X). Nevertheless, drawing extensively upon social 

media as a primary data source, the authors, on the one hand, investigated emotion-symbolic work as 

performed by an activist group and, on the other hand, as performed by third parties (Barberá-Tomás et al, 

2019:1796,1802). In this section, focus will be on the former which encompasses (1) symbol production and 

(2) emotion-symbolic work activities.   

 

Symbol production  

Symbol production takes departure in an activist group defining the purpose of both its general mission and 

vision as well as the cause of the individual campaign (Barberá-Tomás et al, 2019:1797-1799). Resonating the 

findings by Jarvis et al (2019), it is also found here that activist groups seek to express the same type of 

emotions as they feel themselves about the cause. In doing so, the authors find that activist groups perform 

symbol production similar to the concept of theorization, which helped the activist groups in explaining the 

causal relationship between plastic pollution and its environmental implications. In that sense, they saw plastic 

pollution as a difficult cause inasmuch as it would require third parties to for instance decrease littering or 

even avoid consumption of plastic products. Nevertheless, the concept of theorization is not entirely 

unfamiliar in the selected body of research constituting the theoretical framework of the thesis, as it similarly 

forms part of den Hond & de Bakker’s theory (2007:905). In the work by Barberá-Tomás et al (2019:1797), 

they draw upon the theory by Greenwood et al (2002:60) who quite similar to den Hond & de Bakker (2007) 

propose two major tasks that will help establish moral legitimacy to deinstitutionalize a field frame. The 

theorization process appears from the below figure:  
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Emotion-symbolic work activities 

According to Barberá-Tomás et al (2019:1801-1804), three types of so-called emotion-symbolic activities help 

activist groups in embedding third parties into the deinstitutionalization of a field frame. These are: (1) 

connecting to the cause, (2) connecting to a collective identity, and (3) connecting to the social entrepreneurs 

(hereinafter connecting to the activist group). In accumulation, they attribute to the establishment of a strong 

symbol as well as to the attempt of eliciting certain emotions from third parties. Specifically, each emotion-

symbolic work activity entails two underlying activities, which are listed in the below table: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.4 Third-party influences 

Now that the thesis has accounted for the strategic use of emotions and symbols in visuals in relation to how 

activist groups use videos mediatized activism, the theory chapter will move on to account for how it has 

implications for third-party influences. However, although the work by Barberá-Tomás et al (2019) and Jarvis 

et al (2019) did not relate to firms, the thesis will nonetheless consider how such relation can be established.  

 

As stated in the literature review, this theoretical construct will also consider applicable findings from CSI 

research, but as they have not been conducted in the context of visual imageries, these will merely serve as 

1. Specification of a 

socially irresponsible firm 

and a proposed solution. 

2. Justification of the 

proposed solution to 

increase responsibility   
+ = 

Moral legitimacy or pragmatic 

legitimacy to deinstitutionalize 

a ‘field frame’. 

Figure 3.4: The theorization process Source: Greenwood et al (2002) 

Connecting to the cause  A) Anchoring (i.e. the use of verbal or visual text to explain the cause)    
B) Responsibilization (i.e. place responsibility on subjects, e.g. third parties or firms) 

Connecting to a 

collective identity 
A) Promoting hope (i.e. to relieve the burden of responsibilization)   
B) Promoting solidarity (i.e. to obtain primarily third-party but also firm commitment) 

Connecting to the 

activist group 

Source: Barberá-Tomás et al, 2019 

A) Establish legitimacy (i.e. the necessity of supporting an activist group for a cause) 
B) Establish influence (i.e. emphasizing that the activist group can make a difference) 

Figure 3.5: Emotion-symbolic work activities  
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complementary findings. The section will therefore briefly outline the findings from CSI research before 

elaborating upon the those by Barberá-Tomás et al (2019) and Jarvis et al (2019).  

 

3.4.1 Findings from CSI research 

CSI research on the emotional attributions by consumers has delimited its attention towards negative (i.e. 

mainly reactive) emotions (Antonetti & Maklan, 2016:429; Grappi et al, 2013:1814; Lindenmeier et al, 

2012:1364; Grappi et al, 2015:659). Here, it is been found that when consumers express hate, anger, disgust, 

fear or contempt, they are more likely to contribute in a protest against a socially irresponsible firm. 

Specifically, it has been found that consumers are more likely to join protests that inflict symbolic damage 

rather than material damage by creating negative word-of-mouth (Antonetti & Maklan, 2016:437; Grappi et 

al, 2013:1818; Romani et al, 2015:665).  

 

In accordance with both the exemplary case of mediatized activism by Fabian & Reestorf (2015:15) as well as 

the primary data source of social media comments in Barberá-Tomás et al (2019:1796), it allows for the thesis 

to investigate how negative (or positive) word-of-mouth is expressed emotionally via comments to activist 

group’s videos on YouTube. However, with regards to the expressed emotions, the delimitation on negative 

emotions in CSI research points towards that the thesis similarly should consider the relative weight between 

reactive and affective emotions as suggested by Jarvis et al (2019:1375) and Jasper (1998:402) in order to 

explore the prevalence of more positive and affective emotions.  

 

3.4.2 Third parties’ investment in the status quo  

As applicable for the thesis, Jarvis et al (2019) found that third parties at times showed what they call an 

investment in the status quo, which means that they were “too cognitively and emotionally invested in their 

everyday status quo to meaningfully consider [the activist groups] work” (Jarvis et al, 2019, p. 1369, ll. 80-82). 

Specifically, it was found that many third parties responded with ignorance or apathy, which stand in contrast 

to the findings of moral shock. Nevertheless, it should be note that investment in status quo was predominantly 

expressed by third parties in face-to-face interactions with advocates from the activist groups.  

 

By contrast, the authors found that this was not the case when third parties made comments regarding the 

issue after having been presented a video that depicted the issue. Instead, it was found that the emotions 

elicited via visuals were directly mimicked by third parties, meaning that they themselves would also express 

both reactive and affective emotions similar to those that formed part of the videos. As a result, a similar focus 
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upon a similar focus upon reactive and affective emotions as well as relevant emotionally underpinned popular 

concepts to investigate third-party influences is also suggested by Jarvis et al (2019:1373-1375). However, 

although the thesis will consider all of the types of emotions, it will nonetheless delimit its attention towards 

the emotionally underpinned concept of blame as it fits a focus upon how third parties may influence firms. 

 

3.4.3 Third-party responses to emotion-symbolic work 

In the second part of the theory on emotion-symbolic work, Barberá-Tomás et al (2019:1804-1807) shift their 

attention from activist groups to responses by third parties. Here, it is argued that the use of a visual symbol 

by an activist group trigger an emotional transformation in third parties, with which an activist group initially 

seeks to generate emotional energy that eventually may lead to third-party enactment. 

 

Emotional energy  

Barberá-Tomás et al (2019:1804-1806) found that three elements of emotional energy all were prevalent 

when third parties responded to the emotion-symbolic work the activist group. The first of which is energetic 

arousal, i.e. “the feeling that one is eager to act and capable of acting” (Quinn & Dutton in Barberá et al, 2019, 

p. 1805, l. 4). Here, the authors exemplify with a comment on social media where the moral shock of a third-

party has seemingly transformed into what they label an ‘individual motivation’ and ‘collective excitement’, as 

the third-party initially expresses her sadness while subsequently stating her motivation to support the activist 

group for the cause. Secondly, the interrelated element of identification was formed on the basis of 

observations where third parties responded with comments expressing a ‘collective identification’ and 

‘organizational attachment’ with the way in which the activist group perceived the visual symbol of an 

albatross with its stomach full of plastic. Finally, third parties responded with “feelings associated with doing 

the right (or wrong) thing” (Barberá-Tomas et al, 2019, 1805, ll. 89-90) which constituted the third element 

called moral emotions. Here, third parties not only stated they wished to ‘internalize the cause’ even though 

it would require fundamental changes to their everyday lives (hence a difficult cause) but also they also 

expressed ‘feelings of indignation’ towards others who may not internalize the cause to the same extend as 

they are willing to do.  

 

Enactment 

As the final objective with the use of a visual symbol by the activist group, they sought to obtain third-party 

enactment, which was grouped into three distinct forms (Barberá-Tomas et al, 2019:1806-1807). First, 

pledging to act, which is to express an intention to carry out actions for the benefit of the cause. Second, 
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performing the cause, which is a step further where third parties express that they have in fact already changed 

their consumption of plastic. Third – and an even further step in enactment – some third parties were 

evangelizing the cause, meaning that they were preaching others to enact.  

 

3.5 Firm Response Strategies 

After having covered activist strategies and third-party influences, the thesis will now turn its attention 

towards how firms may respond in cases where activist groups by the strategic use of emotions and symbols 

in visual have sought to inflict symbolic damage via mediatized activism. Consequently, the focus will revert to 

the strategic level of private politics by outlining Pache & Santos’ (2010) five firm response strategies and 

additional fifteen response tactics. This section should be seen as a counterpart to the second section on 

symbolic damage via mediatized as it outlines strategies from a firm perspective as opposed to an activist 

group perspective.  

 

In the work by Pache & Santos (2010:460-461), the authors sought to provide a theoretical framework that 

also could account for the internal dynamics of a firm that shape its appropriate course of action regarding 

response strategies. Nevertheless, since the internal dynamics of activist groups has been deemed to fall 

outside the scope of the thesis, so will the internal dynamics of firms. In the following, the thesis will initially 

account for the underlying assumptions in the work by Pache & Santos (2010) and subsequently outline the 

strategies and tactics of firm responses.  

 

3.5.1 The nature of demands 

The work by Pache & Santos (2010:456-458) takes departure in what they call conflicting institutional demands 

which may arise from internal or external institutional spheres and take a number of different forms. Here, 

focus will be placed on demands arising from external institutional spheres (e.g. activist groups and third 

parties) that come in a normative form. As a result, the most relevant nature of demands in this respect stem 

from what the authors call the ideological level which challenges the legitimacy of what goals a firm may 

pursue – for example if a firm heavily disregards social goals while favoring financial ones. This is opposed to 

the functional level which is more concerned with how a firm may use different means to eventually become 

reinstitutionalized, which therefore falls outside the scope of the thesis. However, the emphasis on the 

ideological level has implications for the likelihood of a firm selecting some response strategies over others.   
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3.5.2 Strategies and tactics 

Pache & Santos (2010:462-463) propose five distinct firm response strategies that range from the one extreme 

of acquiescence, where a firm adopts external demands, to the other extreme of manipulation, where a firm 

actively seeks to alter the external demands. In between the two extremes are the remaining three strategies 

of compromise, avoidance and defiance which – similar to the two extreme strategies – each have three 

underlying tactics. Pache & Santos (2010:463) therefore propose a rather nuanced selection of strategies and 

responses. The definitions of which can be found in the below table: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As previously stated, the authors argue that the focus upon the ideological level – and therefore firm goals – 

has implications for the likelihood of a firm selecting various strategies. As the thesis does not consider internal 

dynamics, the most fitting assumption according to the theory by Pache & Santos (2010:469) is therefore to 

assume a complete absence of which. As a consequence, the thesis directly seeks to test their fifth proposition 

which prescribes the following: “when facing conflicting institutional demands focusing on goals, and in the 

absence of internal representation of these demands, organizations are more likely to resort to avoidance and 

defiance than to other response strategies” (Pache & Santos, 2010, p. 467, ll. 23-29). Although the thesis may 

find a similar relationship between the focus on goals and the two response strategies, it will nonetheless 

consider the all five strategies and fifteen tactics as it will not take into consideration whether there in fact has 

been an internal representation in the firm arguing for the adoption of the demands by an activist group.  

Acquiescence  
adoption of external demands 

Strategies Tactics 

Compromise  
partial adoption of external demands 

1) Habit (i.e. unconsciously institutionalize adopt demands) 
2) Imitate (i.e. mimic other institutions that have adopted similar demands) 
3) Comply (i.e. consciously adopt institutional demands) 

Avoidance 
prevent adoption of external demands 

Defiance 
reject adoption of external demands 

Manipulation 
change external demands 

1) Balance (i.e. negotiate demands) 
2) Pacify (i.e. deny some of the demands) 
3) Bargain (i.e. change demands) 

1) Dismiss (i.e. ignore demands)  
2) Challenge (i.e. contest demands) 
3) Attack (i.e. criticize demands) 

1) Co-opt (i.e. engage in defining appropriate demands) 
2) Influence (i.e. self-define appropriate demands) 
3) Control (i.e. take full charge in defining appropriate demands) 

1) Conceal (i.e. pretend to adopt demands)  
2) Buffer (i.e. decouple demands from activities) 
3) Escape (i.e. exit the communication channel) 

Figure 3.6: Firm response strategies and tactics Source: Pache & Santos (2010) 
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3.6 CSR Character  

Finally, the thesis will account for the perceptions of a firm, as it finds it appropriate to understand the 

perceptions of all the respective actors in private politics towards CSI. In that sense, this theoretical construct 

should be seen as a similar extension to how Lange & Washburn’s (2012) theory on Corporate Social 

Irresponsibility Attributions provides a window into the understanding of activist group perceptions. 

Consequently, this allows for the thesis to truly consider the conflict between activist groups and firms as a 

normative ideological battle, which is relates to Jarvis et al’s (2019:1382-1383) call for further research.  

 

In outlining this theoretical construct, the thesis will draw upon the work by Basu & Palazzo (2008) who argue 

that a firm seeks to sustain what they label as its CSR Character. As a result, this notion applies to the attempt 

by activist groups to do reputational damage when trying to inflict symbolic damage. However, important to 

note is that of the three primary dimensions of a firm’s so-called CSR character, only two of which will be 

investigated in depth because they directly apply to the perception and ideology behind a firm response 

strategy. These are the cognitive and linguistic dimensions (Basu & Palazzo, 2008:124). By contrast, the 

connotative dimension will not be considered as it investigates a firm’s long-term commitment, which falls 

outside the scope of the thesis as focus is placed upon individual instances of private politics towards CSO 

 

3.6.1 The cognitive dimension  

The cognitive dimension encompasses how firms perceive their “relationships with stakeholders and views 

about the broader world” (Basu & Palazzo, 2008, p. 124, ll. 53-54), and it is divided into two sub-dimensions 

called identity orientation and legitimacy.  

 

In relation to the thesis, the former of which taps into the “emotionally charged beliefs” (Basu & Palazzo, 2008, 

p. 125, ll. 5) that are commonly shared in a firm. Here, Basu & Palazzo (2008:125) distinguish between three 

types of identity orientation. First, an individualistic orientation which prescribes that a firm perceives itself as 

superior in relation to its stakeholders – be it competitors or in this case activist groups. Secondly, firms may 

have a relational orientation where they seek to have partnerships with stakeholders. Finally, firms may take 

on a collectivistic orientation where they themselves are excessively committed to carry out social 

responsibility, e.g. by stating that they seek to “eliminate poverty” (Basu & Palazzo, 2008, p. 126, ll. 6-7). As for 

the latter sub-dimension, Basu & Palazzo (200:126) – similar to den Hond & de Bakker (2012) – find that types 

of legitimacy are relevant in explaining perceptions. Here, the authors suggest that a firm may exercise (1) 

pragmatic legitimacy where they control stakeholders, e.g. by advertising, (2) cognitive legitimacy where they 
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comply with external expectations by stakeholders, or (3) moral legitimacy where they are more proactive in 

meeting expectations as they fear becoming overly deinstitutionalized. Accordingly, these types of legitimacy 

are applicable to firm response strategies and tactics proposed by Pache & Santos (2010).  

 

3.6.2 The linguistic dimension 

The second highlighted dimension of a firm’s CSR character is the linguistic and it “involves ways or explaining 

the organization’s reasons for engaging in specific activities” (Basu & Palazzo, 2008, p. 124, ll. 58-60). As a 

result, it nuances and overlaps with the previous section on firm responses and tactics, while it similar to the 

other dimension also covers two sub-dimensions.  

 

The first of which is called justification and it is rooted in the assumption that the use of language contributes 

to how a firm defines its relationships to stakeholders. It is further divided into three variants called legal, 

scientific and economic justifications, and the common denominator between the three is that a firm may 

draw upon either of which to provide a reasoning behind their actions. Accordingly, the authors do not suggest 

that these justifications imply a normative “right or wrong” claim but simply that they may be used as 

communicative tools to establish their character. In addition, the authors suggest that the linguistic dimension 

also depends on the degree of either balanced or biased transparency. Here, a firm can be balanced if it 

addresses both favorable and unfavorable outcomes of its actions, but by omitting the unfavorable ones, it is 

said to be biased.  

 

3.7 Theoretical Framework  

Going back to the idea of considering the theoretical framework as an interactive communication model, the 

purpose of this section simply is to provide an illustrative connection between the respective theoretical 

constructs and their first order codes. Altogether, the framework therefore integrates normative institutional 

theory on private politics, CSI research, and theories on the strategic use of emotions and symbols in visuals 

(please see figure 3.7): 
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Figure 3.7: Theoretical Framework (theoretical constructs and first-order codes) 

Corporate Social Irresponsibility Attributions 
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Chapter 4: Methodology 
Building upon the theoretical framework, the purpose of the methodology chapter is ultimately to account for 

how it has carried out a coding analysis as part of a narrative thematic method as well as a social and 

multimodal semiotic method. However, prior to the account on the research design of the thesis, the chapter 

will both outline its research philosophy and research approach for the purpose of clarifying how the thesis 

seeks to create knowledge. 

 

4.1 Research philosophy  

This section will outline the philosophical underpinnings of the three research disciplines that form part of the 

thesis. Here, private politics and CSI are naturally distinguished as two separate disciplines, while the 

contributory stream of literature that have investigated the strategic use of emotions and symbols in visuals 

will cover mediatized activism.  

 

4.1.1 Private politics: post-positivism and phenomenology  

At the heart of the philosophical approach towards research on private politics lies the devotion to libertarian 

forces that fall outside the scope of public authority. In the second work by Baron (2003:31-33) entitled Private 

Politics, the author initially points the concept of a minimal state, which implies that public authority should 

be restricted to merely protecting the rights of people, property and contract (Mack, 2018). In addition, the 

Coasean theory on transaction costs was used to argue that by assigning such property rights to private parties, 

it would significantly decrease the cost of public order as disputes of allocation would not entirely depend on 

court rulings. In other words, aspects of social order would for example come down to a matter of deciding 

whether surrendering to activist pressures of reducing levels of pollution would be more profitable than the 

revenue gained by sustaining such levels.  

 

This is echoed in a similar fashion in Baron’s (2001:8,41) prior work, where he in fact does account for CSR’s 

normative contribution to the study of private politics, yet his theoretical approach overshadows corporate 

altruistic behavior by profit maximization. Accordingly, this line of thinking confirms an unavoidability of bias, 

though it refrains from taking a relativistic stand towards seeking objective truth in its systemic approach 

towards private politics, which according to Spencer et al (2014:5-6) defines Baron’s (2003) research on the 

interplay between private politics and CSR as post-positivistic.   
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The philosophical approach of post-positivism emphasizes Karl Popper’s theory on verification or falsification 

of hypotheses or propositions, which in fact has been utilized to predict institutional change in the works by 

den Hond & de Bakker (2007:902) and Pache & Santos (2010:458). Nevertheless, with their contributions to 

research on private politics from an institutional change and social movement perspective, the libertarian 

philosophy of the discipline has been extended to consider normative attributions as opposed to solely positive 

ones (Tolbert & Zucker, 1996:186). Whereas institutional change theory couples the variable of property with 

one of process to explain stages of habitualized actions from both a positive and normative epistemology, 

social movement theory emphasizes the exclusively normative nature of a group performing collective action 

on the basis of shared beliefs that contradict institutionalized and procedural habits (Tolbert & Zucker, 

1996:180) (Diani, 1992:7).  

 

On a paradigmatic level, institutional change theory is traditionally coupled with phenomenology while social 

movement theory follows the assumptions of critical theory (Spencer et al, 2014:11-17; Tolbert & Zucker, 

1996:180). However, the thesis will refrain from considering critical theory as the thesis employs an objective 

perspective in studying the subjective perceptions of actors the actors in private politics. Consequently, 

building upon the stream of research by den Hond & de Bakker (2007) and Pache & Santos (2010), this allows 

for a philosophical approach that considers the research philosophies of post-positivism and phenomenology. 

The latter of which will be further elaborated in the following sub-sections.  

 

4.1.2 CSI: social constructivism and phenomenology 

Research on corporate social irresponsibility has emerged through the lenses of the overarching philosophical 

approach of social constructivism (Basu & Palazzo, 2008:123; Lange & Washburn, 2007:301). Accordingly, the 

social construction of CSI is not only relative in the minds of the perceivers but is also open for negotiation via 

social interaction (Spencer et al, 2014:7). This philosophical approach towards CSI therefore proves highly 

applicable to the study of activist strategies, third-part influences and firm responses. Social constructivism 

can therefore nuance the post-positivistic line of thinking by taking into consideration that an activist group 

may normatively be able to articulate social interests of for instance decreasing firm pollution levels to a 

degree that considerably impairs the revenue gained from other private interests. As a result, the construction 

and articulation of such perceptions from the respective parties can become the object of study by the 

introduction of CSI to research on private politics.  
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As an overarching philosophical approach, social constructivism bridges a gap between institutional theory in 

research on CSI and private politics because one of its underlying approaches is the phenomenological 

(Spencer et al, 2014:11-14). As mentioned in the literature review, there is a similar tendency in research on 

CSI to consider the relevance of institutional theory, which has been applied in the works by both Basu & 

Palazzo (2008:123) and Lange & Washburn (2012:318). As a result, it also establishes a philosophical 

compatibility with its theoretical counterparts from research on private politics.  

 

However, at its core, the ontology of phenomenology sees reality as being subjective and contextual, while its 

epistemological drive is to gather knowledge by means of experiences to uncover intentionally hidden 

meanings (Spencer et al, 2014:11-12). In practice, this means that the perception of a firm’s CSI could differ 

greatly in the minds of activist groups, third parties and firms, which methodologically implies that the thesis 

should seek to uncover such hidden meanings from all of the respective actors. In doing so, the thesis will in 

fact be able to draw upon already established propositions from the literature as phenomenology “has post-

positivistic leanings, with its emphasis on consensus among a team of researchers in to construction of findings, 

close adherence to a systemic approach, and interest in generalization” (Spencer et al, 2014, p. 13, ll. 32-34). 

Accordingly, the thesis will follow the assumptions of social constructivism and in particular phenomenology. 

 

4.1.3 The strategic use of emotions and symbols in visuals:  

        phenomenology and symbolic interactionism   

In exploring the strategic use of emotions and symbols in visuals as forming part of private politics towards 

CSI, the thesis will draw upon the interplay between two of the underlying philosophical approaches of social 

constructivism, namely phenomenology and symbolic interactionism (Spencer et al, 2014:11).  

 

On the one hand, phenomenology provides the thesis with an approach towards exploring emotions as it 

encompasses a “objective scientific analysis of subjective topics, such as emotion” (Spencer et al, 2014, p. 11, 

ll. 24-25). According to Edmund Husserl, emotions are studied as intentional value-attributions from a 

descriptive and non-axiological perspective (Drummond, 2009:4-7). In other words, it follows the 

phenomelogical epistemology of uncovering intentionally hidden meanings that have been attributed either 

a positive or negative value by an actor in response to a certain phenomenon. The descriptive and non-

axiological perspective then prescribes that the thesis should remain objective and refrain from taking an 

ethical stand in studying the subjective strategic use of emotions and symbols in visuals by activist groups.  
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On the other hand, the shared ontological and epistemological assumptions of phenomenology and symbolic 

interactionism enables the thesis to approach the study of emotions as being a part of a larger structural 

symbolic interaction that can investigate conflicting private and social interests (Spencer et al, 2014:11; 

Stryker, 2008:19). In that way, the thesis will not only focus upon microlevel interactions between players 

trying to advance their individual agency but also how they do so according to macro-level (i.e. societal) 

structures (Spencer et al, 2014:8). In continuation of the post-positivistic leanings of phenomenology, already 

established propositions on private politics and CSI will thus constitute the macrolevel structure that shape 

interactions between firms and activist groups. In that sense, the thesis will also greatly differ from the work 

by Jarvis et al (2019:1358) and Barberá-Tomás et al (2018:1789) as they delimit their focus solely upon 

microlevel interactions  

 

4.2 Research Approach  

In this section, the thesis will briefly outline its research approach by drawing upon the distinction between 

abduction, deduction, and induction (qualitative or quantitative) as proposed by Reichertz (2004:160-162). 

Here, it will be argued that the thesis employs the research approach of abduction due to the unexplored 

application of the strategic use of emotions and symbols in the context of private politics towards CSI.  

 

The abductive approach’s focus on bringing” “together things one had never associated with one another” 

(Reichertz, 2004, p.162, ll. 12-14) neatly summarizes the way that the thesis intends to seek knowledge. 

Accordingly, the research approach of the thesis is to account for an integrated normative framework of 

private politics towards CSI which will be associated with the strategic use of emotions and symbols. 

Specifically, this will be carried out by an iteration process between established theories in the respective 

disciplines and the selected data, and, by means of axial coding, the thesis will therefore derive its own 

empirical themes.  

 

4.3 Research Design 

On the basis of the three preceding sections of the methodology chapter, the final section will account for the 

research design of the thesis. First, the thesis will present its case study design, which is followed by how it 

has selected cases and how these cases shape the research context of the thesis. Second, it will present the 

methods that will be applied to investigate the cases in line with the theoretical framework. Third, the thesis 

will introduce its empirical focus and three data sources, which in connection to the previous will be 
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illustratively accounted as the research design of the thesis. On that basis, the thesis will in the final sub-section 

elaborate upon how a coding analysis has been carried out. 

 

4.3.1 Case study design 

In accordance with the abductive research approach, the thesis chooses to have a multiple cross-case design 

due to the novelty that lies in bringing together the research disciplines (Langley & Abdallah, 2011:112).  

 

The iteration process between the presented theory and data from potential cases revealed a high degree of 

comparable data. Following the logic of novelty, the thesis therefore choses to contribute to its academic 

starting point of private politics towards CSI by building upon existing quantitative research to conduct 

alternative process-oriented research compared to what has already been carried out, which in accordance 

with Langley & Abdallah (2011:111) suggest that the thesis should have a multiple cross-case design similar to 

the Eisenhardt method. In addition, thesis employs a descriptive embedded design with multiple levels of 

analysis in accordance with the respective theoretical construct.  

 

Due to the theory-driven nature of the research question(s), the case selection process is carried out by a 

theoretical sampling which aims to “replicate or extend emergent theory” in accordance with the theoretical 

constructs (Eisenhardt, 1989, p. 537, ll. 38-39). On the one hand, cases will therefore be selected to extend 

existing normative research on the three respective actors within private politics into an integrated 

framework. On the other hand, cases will also be chosen upon their ability to represent so-called polar types, 

which are cases that in some way have idiosyncratic features in comparison with others (Eisenhardt, 1989:537; 

Mills et al, 2010:686).  

 

3.3.2 The case selection process 

Due to the extent of the theoretical framework, the thesis chose to delimit its attention towards the minimum 

number of four cases as suggested by Eisenhardt (1989:545). Here, a number of considerations were taking 

into account in order for the thesis to reach theoretical saturation.  

 

As a starting point, the iteration process between data and theory sought to identify cases where it was 

apparent that an activist group had sought to inflict symbolic damage via mediatized activism upon a perceived 

socially irresponsible firm by the strategic use of emotions and symbols in visuals (Eisenhardt, 1989: 538-545). 

Here, nineteen cases were identified from three different activist groups (Amnesty International, Greenpeace 
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International and The Humane League). In the overlap between data collection and data analysis, the thesis 

made use of field notes and write-ups as central means for the iteration process (Eisenhardt, 1989: 538-545). 

Here, especially field notes contributed in the preparation phase of the thesis to identify the nineteen potential 

cases, which helped the thesis in delimiting the theoretical scope for data analysis. Whereas some cases were 

excluded due to their overlap with public politics – e.g. Greenpeace vs. The Coca Cola Group where the activist 

group also appealed to governmental intervention (Greenpeace Australia Pacific, 2013) – the others were 

excluded as they lacked data – in particular with regards to comments on social media by third parties.  

 

In the second step, the case selection process sought to identify representative polar types between the eight 

remaining cases that respectively involved either Greenpeace International or The Humane League 

(Eisenhardt, 1989:537; Mills et al, 2010:686). With regards to representation, it was important for the thesis 

to have a fifty-fifty representation of activist groups and two cases involving each of the groups was therefore 

a preferred set-up. Coincidentally, this suited the aim of having polar types as the iteration process discovered 

clear variations in the first-order codes derived from especially CSI Attributions. Two cases involving The 

Humane League were then chosen because of their relatively high data richness in comparison with others as 

well as based on their ability to replicate in particular the theory and case by Jarvis et al (2019) (Eisenhardt, 

1989, p. 537, ll. 38-39). These are The Humane League vs. Del Taco (hereinafter THL vs. Del Taco) and The 

Humane League vs. McDonald’s (hereinafter THL vs. McDonald’s). As both of which were unsuccessful – so to 

speak – with regards to the theoretical construct of Firm Response Strategies, the thesis considered it 

necessary to select two cases involving Greenpeace International where the response was more in favor of 

the activist group’s demands. As a result, the thesis was left with the two cases of Greenpeace International 

vs. Volkswagen (hereinafter GP vs. Volkswagen) and Greenpeace International vs. LEGO (hereinafter GP vs. 

LEGO). All of the four cases will be introduced in the following sub-section, yet only in brief as the purpose 

merely is to establish the research context of the thesis since the storyline of all the cases will form part of the 

findings chapter. 

 

3.3.3 Research context 

The Humane League is an activist group that focuses upon institutional change regarding animal abuse in firms 

that form part of the foods and drinks industry (The Humane League, 2020a). During the last fifteen years, the 

activist group has been successful in creating institutional change in firms such as PepsiCo, Burger King and 

Starbucks. However, more recently, The Humane League has targeted the two fast-food firms of McDonald’s 

and Del Taco for abuse of chickens in their supply chains. In both campaigns, the activist group demanded that 
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the firms adopted an improved chicken welfare policy, with which they hoped to eliminate the alleged abuse 

of chickens (The Humane League, 2020b; The Humane League, 2020c; Watson, 2019).  

 

In the attempt to deinstitutionalize the field frame of both firms, the activist group asked third parties to sign 

a petition against the firms, which is in fact the theme of the campaign video that targeted Del Taco (The 

Humane League, 2020d). Here, the work by advocates of the activist group is depicted along with shots of 

suffering chickens. By contrast, the video that targeted McDonald’s depicts a mansion in which actors have 

been used to represent McDonald’s employees who are sleeping after having thrown a party, while 

unanswered voicemails by people who are concerned about their alleged animal abuse are being played (The 

Humane League, 2019). However, as shall become apparent, both campaigns were not entirely met with the 

response that the activist group had hoped for in order to create institutional change.  

 

By contrast, Greenpeace International (hereinafter Greenpeace) has during the last forty-nine years been 

invested in creating sustainable environmental change (Greenpeace International, 2020). Although their work 

goes beyond firm targeted campaigns, the activist group has in recent years targeted a broad selection of 

firms, whom they do not believe are caring for the environment and are thereby contributing to create climate 

change. Perhaps most famously, the activist group targeted Danish toy-manufacturer LEGO for its partnership 

with oil and gas company Royal Dutch Shell (hereinafter Shell) (Ayech, 2014). Here, the campaign video 

depicted an Arctic landscape of build entirely from LEGO bricks which was drowned in oil. The video was 

published after several other visuals attempts to persuade Shell not to start drilling for oil in the Arctic. 

However, this campaign diverted attention towards how LEGO took part in Arctic drilling by selling Shell 

branded toys to children, who then allegedly would come to believe that the operations by Shell in the Arctic 

did not violate sustainable environmental concerns.  

 

Children also played a role in the activist group’s campaign against German car-maker Volkswagen 

(Greenpeace International, 2011). Here, children dressed up as famous characters from the movie franchise 

Star Wars depicted that Volkswagen was on the ‘dark side’ since it did not live up to Greenpeace’s expectations 

of reducing CO2 emissions. In contrast to cases by The Humane League, Greenpeace did receive responses 

from the respective firms that indicated a willingness to adhere to its demands, yet it also received criticism 

from LEGO as it believed that Shell was the firm that should have been the target of the campaign (Brittlebank, 

2014). 
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3.3.4 Methods 

In the following, the two methods for analysis of the four cases will be presented. On the one hand, a narrative 

thematic analysis has been selected as an overarching method as it resembles commonly shared features in 

all of the applied methods in works of the respective disciplines. On the other hand, a social and multimodal 

semiotic analysis has also been selected in order to embrace the abductive approach of associating research 

on private politics and CSI with research on the strategic use of emotions and symbols in visuals, where 

scholars extensively make use of semiotic interpretations of visuals and texts.  

 

Narrative thematic analysis 

According to Riessman (2005:2), thematic analysis is a type of narrative analysis that seeks to descriptively 

interpret what actor’s say rather than how they say it. In choosing this method, the thesis therefore draws 

upon the Gioia method as it provides “descriptive, analytical narratives” of the respective actors in private 

politics (Langley & Abdallah, 2012, p. 117, l. 23). As a result, it does not only fit with the research philosophy 

but also with the abductive approach of associating a number of constructs from three disciplines, because it 

provides a method that enables the thesis to identify whether the codes appear from the data as well as how 

they can accumulate into a novel thematic theory.  

 

Codes 

As a more elaborate definition compared to Riessman’s (2005:2), Braun & Clarke (2006, p. 6, ll. 20-21) state 

thematic analysis is “a method for identifying, analysing, and reporting patterns (themes) within data”, and as 

a first step in doing so, it is necessary to conduct a coding analysis. Here, the thesis draws upon the first-order 

codes from the already established theoretical constructs as listed in table X (Langley & Abdallah, 2011:119). 

As a result, the data is analyzed descriptively according to the definitions of the codes as provided in the 

theories from the respective research disciplines. However, the thesis will also provide an interpretive account 

of how the codes have been identified in order to account for this step of narrative thematic analysis, which 

is further accounted for by means of coded data tables that can be found in the appendix. All of which will 

then be summarized in an overview that can lay the foundation for identifying the empirical themes (i.e. cross-

case patterns) (Langley & Abdallah, 2011:119). 

 

Themes 

In the identification of themes, the thesis employs what Braun & Clarke (2006:12) call a theoretical thematic 

analysis which is a top-down approach that takes departure in the already established codes from the theory 
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and is structured according to the research question(s) of thesis. The specific identification of themes will be 

structured according to perspective/codes directly applying to one of the respective actors, yet in relation to 

perspective/codes from the other actors. Here the thesis both analyzes overarching themes as well as their 

derived sub-themes, which ultimately will construct a novel thematic theory. In that sense, the constructed 

theory of the thesis is a mixed product between Eisenhardt’s nomothetic theory (multiple factual processes 

leading to causal laws) and Gioia’s process model/novel concept (a single interpretive process leading to 

longitudal sensemaking) which the thesis simply wishes to label a mixed process theory (Langley & Abdallah, 

2011:116.121-122). In addition, Braun & Clarke (2006:16) also distinguish between semantic themes (i.e. 

surface meanings) or latent themes (underlying ideas). In this thesis, focus is placed exclusively upon 

identifying semantic themes for two reasons: first, because they entail a progression from description to 

interpretation to fit the purpose of thesis, and, second, because they do not seek to map out underlying ideas 

– for example ideologies – as these will be understood in accordance with the definitions and relationships as 

provided by the theoretical constructs.  

 

Social and multimodal semiotics 

A mix between the methods of social semiotics and multimodal semiotics will work in conjunction with the 

narrative thematic analysis. Specifically, this will be carried out in the coding analysis where semiotic 

interpretations of the strategic use of emotions and symbols in visuals will substantiate the coding process 

and therefore create clear descriptive codes similar to the other constructs.  

 

According to Meyer et al (2013:499-500), social semiotics has witnessed a recent turn towards an emphasis 

on multimodality (i.e. the combination of semiotic modes in both visuals and texts). Here, social semiotics, 

which may be described as a holistic interpretation of the meaning that connect actors, has been applied in 

the work by Jarvis et al (2019:1382) whereas the multimodal component was integrated into the work by 

Barberá-Tomás et al (2019:1790). However, common to both of the works is that they draw upon the 

distinction of social semiotic as suggested by Theo Van Leeuwen who argues that it is an agile and 

interdisciplinary method, which is why the thesis considers it applicable to its research design (Djonov & Zhao, 

2017:2). In addition to this, he outlines three distinct goals of social semiotics which implies that the thesis 

should (1) systematically collect semiotic resources based on their relevance for the study, which should be 

(2) investigated in a specific institutional context, and (3) add new social semiotic perspectives. In doing so, 

the thesis therefore solely selects visuals that are directly related to the study and that represent the case in 

question, while also contributing to social semiotics in the context of private politics towards CSI.  
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On a more practical level, however, the thesis will describe characteristics of the visuals and thereafter provide 

a semiotic interpretation that matches the theoretical codes, which resembles the method by Jarvis et al 

(2019:1372). In that sense, thesis will look for the indexicality of the objects that form part of the visuals as a 

means to identify what it represents rather than what is simply is (Pierce, 1902:103). In addition, the 

multimodal component is therefore only relevant for the consideration of texts that directly form part of the 

visuals, which is in slight contrast to the work by Barberá-Tomás et al (2019:1790) as they also looked at activist 

groups’ interaction with third parties in comment sections on social media.  

 

4.3.5 Empirical focus  

The empirical focus of the thesis is on the interplay between language and strategy and it investigates macro 

and micro-level structures of respectively social contexts and texts – including visuals (Langley & Abdallah, 

2011:123; Phillips et al, 2008:774; Vaara & Monin, 2010:7). Accordingly, it conforms with the research 

philosophies of phenomenology and symbolic interactionism. In addition to this, many of the scholarly 

contributions within the respective research fields have also empirically drawn upon a 

sensemaking/sensegiving methodology, which originally stems from the established template by Gioia (& 

Chittipeddi, 1991:443; Barberá-Tomás, 2019; Basu & Palazzo, 2008; Öberseder et al, 2012). With regards to 

the focus on language and strategy in the discursive turn, an empirical focus on sensemaking/sensegiving 

therefore allows for textual – and equally important visual – interpretations of how an activist group give 

emotional sense to a campaign in order to inflict symbolic based on how it makes sense of its social context, 

i.e. the social irresponsibility of a firm. Similarly, this would also apply for a firm as giving a certain response 

depending on how it makes sense of an activist campaign in relation to its subjective perception of its social 

responsibility – as well as for how consumers make sense of mediatized activism to give emotional sense 

(attributions) to an activist campaign. As a result, the empirical focus of the thesis will be on the interplay 

between strategy, social context and text – with a particular focus on visuals. 

 

4.3.6 Data sources  

In line with the empirical focus, the thesis makes use of three categories of data sources in conducting the 

narrative thematic analysis and the social and multimodal semiotic analysis, namely textual data, visual data, 

and social media data. The categories have been selected based on how the works from the respective 

discipline either suggests or draw upon qualitative data.  
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Textual data  

The first category of textual data has been chosen to shed light on the first-order codes in four of the 

theoretical categories. First, textual data will be used for the narrative thematic analysis of both Corporate 

Social Irresponsibility Attributions and Symbolic Damage via Mediatized Activism. Here, the thesis will draw 

upon textual data from the activist group in order to capture “the perception of the beholder” towards firm 

irresponsibility as Lange & Washburn (2012, p. 301, l. 68) puts it. It is therefore deemed fit to triangulate 

between three types of textual data for these two constructs: (1) the activist groups mission and vision 

statements, as den Hond & de Bakker (2012:903) state that is important to take into consideration an activist 

groups’ history in depicting its ideology, (2) its actual statements on the campaign in question, which arguably 

serves as the most pivotal in codifying both its strategy and perception, as well as (3) the statements provided 

for the visual dimension of its campaign in order to provide a clear link to the strategic use of emotions and 

symbols in visuals.  

 

Secondly, the thesis will draw upon textual data to codify Firm Response Strategies in the form of the actual 

response by the firm to the activist campaign. However, as the thesis solely seeks to identify its response, it 

will refrain from triangulating between different textual data sources, as for instance the mission and vision of 

a firm does not necessarily enlighten its response strategy. Nevertheless, with regards to the fourth theoretical 

construct, there will be a data overlap between Firm Response Strategies and CSR Character as firm response 

statements as well as their relevant CSR statements to the case will be considered in conjunction with each 

other.  

 

Visual data  

By contrast to the previous, visual data sources will only be employed in relation to the first-order codes 

deriving from one theoretical category, namely Emotions and Symbols in Visuals. Due to the nature of their 

work, this was similarly done in by both Barberá-Tomás et al (2019:1796) and Jarvis et al (2019:1365), both of 

which with a high degree of depth in their visual data sources. In this thesis, however, the multiple cross-case 

design speaks more in favor of focusing towards the width of visual data as it is considered necessary to 

conduct a comparison between cases with similar types of visual data. Specifically, this will be carried out by 

only drawing upon videos directly forming part of activist campaigns that seek to inflict symbolic damage upon 

a perceived socially irresponsible firm by the use of emotions and symbols via mediatized activism. As 

previously stated, these videos will be semiotically depicted and interpreted in elaborate data tables placed in 

the appendix. 
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Social media data 

As previously introduced, the thesis will focus upon how third parties directly interact in private politics 

towards CSI via social media. In short, this claim is not only rooted in Fabian & Reestorf (2015:15) using an 

exemplary case of mediatized activism where a campaign video was posted on YouTube but also in Barberá-

Tomás et al (2019, p. 1796, ll. 16-18) arguing that “social media are important spaces for emotional contagion 

and emotional manipulation”.  

 

In this thesis, social media data will therefore be considered central in the analytical codification of first-order 

codes deriving from the theoretical category of third-party influences. In practice, the thesis provides an 

elaborate analysis of the comments from third parties to the campaign videos. Here, a representative selection 

of comments for cross-case comparison haven been qualitatively codified using Microsoft Excel and 

subsequently quantitatively codified according to the relative weight of each construct appearing from the 

social media data. This shall in turn be elaborated in the data tables placed in the appendix with selected 

examples for the most prevalent codes, while they will of course also form part of the coding analysis overview. 

 

In sum, the research design has established that the six theoretical constructs and their respective first-order 

codes will be investigated with a narrative thematic analysis and a social and multimodal semiotic analysis of 

the visuals. The analysis will be conducted on the basis of three distinct data sources that either overlap 

between the constructs or are specifically devoted to one category. An overview of the research design can 

be found in the below table.  
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4.3.7 Results from the coding analysis 

By applying the first-order codes outlined in the theoretical framework to the case data (and as seen in the 

above research design), the initial analysis sought to descriptively codify the four cases for the purpose of 

identifying emerging themes/cross-case patterns. A detailed overview of the coding analysis for each of the 

four cases can be found in the appendix (please see from table A2.1 to table A2.6). However, in order to 

account for this part of the analysis, the thesis will provide examples for each theoretical construct and present 

an overview of the coding analysis in table 4.2.  

 

CSI Attributions + Symbolic Damage via Mediatized Activism 
Under the theoretical constructs of CSI Attributions and Symbolic Damage via Mediatized Activism, the coding 

analysis drew upon three types of data, namely mission and vision statements, campaign statements, and 

video title and description.  

 

As for CSI Attributions, the analysis codified the presence of primary factors and further influences in line with 

the definitions as presented in section 3.1. Here, corporate culpability was naturally identified in all four cases 

as it is a precondition for perceptions of firm CSI, and the coding analysis therefore only needed to identify a 

relation between the firm and the undesirable social outcome in question. By contrast, affected party non-

complicity was only codified whenever an activist group made reference to such, e.g. in tables A2.1, A3.1 and 

A5.1 where chickens and children are explicitly mentioned as being suffering or let down due to corporate 

culpability. However, with regards to effect undesirability, it is important to note that this was only in part 

codified in THL vs. McDonald’s and THL vs. Del Taco as such statements directly reflected the definition of 

affected party non-complicity while they lacked a personally threatening element to truly be codified as effect 

undesirability (Lange & Washburn, 2012:304) (e.g. see campaign statements (main) in table A3.1). In addition, 

the definitions of further influences were also the basis for identifying the presence of these first-order codes.  

 

As for the second theoretical construct, symbolic damage and mass participation were similar to corporate 

culpability also considered as preconditions. Here, the latter of which was codified when references were 

made to petitions (see table A2.1, A3.1 and A4.1) or simply collective action (see table A5.1), while the former 

relied on the presence of the two types of actions as proposed in section 3.2. Nevertheless, with regards to 

reformative or radical traits and the types of arguments, the coding analysis chose to assign a relatively higher 

weight to the presence of which in campaign statements compared to mission and vision statements in an 

attempt to capture the essence of the case and not the activist group in general.  
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The Strategic use of Emotions and Symbols in Visuals 
Moving on to the constructs of emotions and symbols in visuals and third-party influences, the coding analysis 

sought to remain descriptive and objective when conducting both the semiotic interpretations and the 

narrative thematic analyses.  

 

Drawing upon Jasper (1998:406), reactive, affective and grey area emotions were only semiotically interpreted 

in the videos or thematically codified if what was apparent matched the definitions by Jasper (1998), which 

can be found in table A1. For example, the grey area emotion of fear was semiotically interpreted in GP vs. 

LEGO as the video depicted “a threat to one daily routines” (Jasper, 1998, p. 406, l. 31) in the sense that the 

Arctic landscape previously had been semiotically interpreted to display joy which among others signifies “a 

better state of affair’s” (Jasper, 1998, p. 406, l. 34) (see table A5.1). As for the other first-order codes, the 

semiotic interpretations were relatively more straightforward given that – for example – firm logos or visual 

text often would assign blame or elaborate a theorization, which typically took place towards the end of the 

videos.  

 

Third-Party Influences 
However, as for third-party influences, the coding analysis was comparably more exhaustive since data could 

not be codified from a few texts or a single video but instead a plethora of YouTube comments.  

 

Specifically, the thesis chose to delimit its attention towards thirty-four comments from each video as it 

matched the case that had attracted the lowest number of comments (THL vs. McDonald’s). In accordance 

with the first-order codes, a total of one hundred and thirty-six comments were therefore individually codified 

and subsequently statistically summarized as for example seen in tables A2.2, A2.3, A2.4, A2.5 and A2.6 – both 

by means of spreadsheets in Microsoft Excel. In addition to the tables for each code, the first data table of 

each case also includes four representative comments, where some of which also will be introduced in the 

findings chapter. However, from the comments, one can see that the coding analysis reveals a high degree of 

reactive and grey area emotions in THL vs. McDonald’s as outrage and defiance is either explicitly stated or is 

apparent from their actions. As another example, investment in status quo was only codified if it was explicitly 

stated by the third-party that he/she was defying the activist group (see e.g. first comment in table A4.1).   
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Firm Response Strategies + CSR Character 
Finally, in codifying the theoretical constructs of firm response strategies and CSR character, the thesis 

reverted to conducting solely a narrative thematic analysis.  

 

Here, an example of the analysis focusing upon “what is said” can be found in the GP vs. Volkswagen case 

where the firm response statement exactly matches what the activist group demands, and it is therefore 

codified as an acquiescence strategy and an imitation tactic by the firm. Nevertheless, since it was also 

analyzed that other strategies and tactics were prevalent in the same firm statements, the thesis refrained 

from pointing towards what one may call a “middle ground”, in the sense that compromise (bargain) strategy 

does arguably not capture a mixture between acquiescence (imitate) and defiance (dismiss) based on section 

3.5 of the theoretical framework. Lastly, the most important remark in analyzing first-order codes from the 

construct of CSR character is that the investigation of transparency was complemented by considering the 

accusations of by activist groups as evident in both their own statement as well as in media in order to identify 

whether the firm had deliberately omitted to address some central aspects of its accused social irresponsibility 

(see e.g. table A2.1).  

 

Overview of the coding analysis 

In the below table, the thesis presents the overview of the coding analysis in accordance with the six 

theoretical constructs and the four cases. Important to note is that the thesis has chosen to refrain from 

omitting the repeated presence of codes that have been found in all of the four cases. The reason for which is 

that some themes will be constructed on the basis of the combined presence of the codes that appear under 

each theoretical construct.  

 

As evident from the overview, there are clear variations under each theoretical construct. This can be 

exemplified by the codes under the theoretical construct of Corporate Social Irresponsibility Attributions where 

– going from left to right – it is suggested by the coding analysis that activist groups differ according to the 

degree of primary factors and further influences. As a result, such observation will provide the basis for the 

construction of a theme. By contrast, other codes are repeated throughout the four cases, such as the 

presence of the two conditions of symbolic damage or the presence of reformative traits. However, as they 

all contribute to the understanding of the cases in accordance with the theoretical constructs – as well as the 

research question of the thesis – these have not been omitted in the overview of the coding analysis.  
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Chapter 5: Findings 

In this chapter, the thesis will initially present an overview of the narrative thematic findings according to how 

four themes and an additional six sub-themes have been identified from the coding analysis. Here, the thesis 

will provide an elaborate answer to the primary research question of the thesis. Subsequently, the thesis will 

outline each theme and sub-theme in application to cases, which is structured in accordance with the three 

theoretically informed research questions as stated in the literature review.  

 

5.1 Overview of the findings 

As the answer the research question, the common denominator for the cases is that the strategic use of 

emotions and symbols in visuals follows the degree of strategic complexity by activist groups, and that it 

influences both (1) the intensity of perceived firm irresponsibility by third parties (i.e. firm and/or activist 

groups resistance, and morality alignment with an activist group) and (2) the likelihood of firm response 

contradiction (i.e. a scenario where both firm adoption and conflict over resolution is prevalent).  

 

The thematic findings have been illustrated in figure 5.1 and it resembles the overview of the coding analysis. 

First, the Strategic Complexity by Activist Groups (theme I) covers the theoretical constructs and first-order 

codes of both CSI attributions and Symbolic Damage via Mediatized Activism. Second, Emotional Polarization 

on Visuals (theme II) is solely derived from The Strategic use of Emotions and Symbols in Visuals. Third, 

Perceived Firm Irresponsibility by Third Parties (theme III) relates to Third Party Influences, while Firm Response 

Contradiction (theme IV) covers both Firm Response Strategies and CSR Character. The cases have then been 

applied in accordance with the degree to which the individual theme is prevalent in the individual case. For 

example, THL vs. McDonald’s is found to have a low level of Strategic Complexity by Activist Groups, a high 

degree of Emotional Polarization in Visuals etc. (please see figure 5.1). 
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THL vs. McDonald’s 

I. Strategic Complexity by Activist Groups   

THL vs. Del Taco GP vs. Volkswagen  GP vs. LEGO  

1A: Threat Assessment 

1B: Risk Tendency 

II. Emotional Polarization in Visuals  

3A: Firm Resistance 

III. Perceived Firm Irresponsibility by Third Parties 

3B: Morality alignment 

IV. Firm Response Contradiction 

4A: Maintaining Competitive Advantage  

4B: Institutional Isomorphism 

Figure 5.1: Findings (themes, sub-themes and cases)  
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Looking at private politics and CSI in isolation, the findings show that the strategic complexity by activist groups 

(theme I) should be neither completely low nor high because it similarly leads to a low or high firm response 

contradiction (theme II) which respectively either decreases the chances for firm adoption or increases the 

likelihood of competition over the resolution of the conflict – yet this is of course from the perspective of an 

activist group. However, when the strategic complexity by activist groups is more moderate/balanced, it is 

more likely that the resolution to the conflict will lead to firm adoption without a high degree of competition 

between the actors (please see figure 5.1). 

 

When taking the strategic use of emotions and symbols in visuals into consideration, the thesis finds that a 

high degree of emotional polarization in visuals is more prevalent when the strategic complexity by activist 

groups and firm response contradiction is low (i.e. it runs opposite to the themes on private politics and CSI). 

Put simply, the thesis finds that a high degree of emotional polarization in visuals focus on blame and anger 

towards the firm while a moderate degree is more concerned with third-party emancipation and 

empowerment regarding the issue of the conflict. Finally, the low degree is dispersed as it is a combination of 

the two other degrees. The degrees of emotional polarization in visuals have a high influence upon the 

perceived irresponsibility by third parties as it is found that a low polarization is more likely to have third parties 

who are enacted, emotionally energized, morally aligned and resistant towards the firm, and vice versa. 

(please see figure 5.1).  

 

In line with the structure of figure 5.1, the thesis will go through the themes and sub-themes and explain how 

they apply to the four cases. In other words, it will create a storyline of the findings on the four cases that 

outlines the identified themes/cross-case patterns. 

 

5.2 Theme I: Strategic Complexity by Activist Groups 

The findings indicate that the cases diverge in their level of strategic complexity by activist groups, which 

depends on two measures: (1) the number of socially irresponsible issues that a firm is being accused of by an 

activist group, and (2) whether an activist group expresses trust and belief in the firms to resolve the issue(s). 

In addition, the thesis also finds that activist groups are more like to have a strong threat assessment (sub-

theme 1A) in accordance with how close the issue is perceived to human embodiment, and that activist groups 

also have a higher risk tendency (sub-theme 1B) as strategic complexity increases. In accordance with the 

research design, this theme draws upon findings from the initial two theoretical constructs and their first-
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order codes, and, in combination with the second theme, it seeks to answer the first of the three theoretically 

informed research questions 

 

5.2.1 Levels of strategic complexity  

The thesis finds that one may differentiate between three levels of strategic complexity by activist groups. In 

the below, these three levels will be outlined in accordance with the data from the four cases. 

 

Low level of strategic complexity 

First, the findings show that the cases of both THL vs. McDonald’s and THL vs. Del Taco have a low level of 

strategic complexity. This is because they delimit their efforts in calling out the company for its social 

irresponsibility solely in combination with showing compassion with the allegedly suffering chickens in the 

supply chains of the two fast-food companies. Based on their campaign statements, this can be exemplified 

by The Humane League, on the one hand, seeking to pull up the curtain on the party that they believe 

McDonald’s is throwing while not showing any affection towards the chickens, and, on the other hand, stating 

that “chickens raised for Del Taco's menu live a life of constant misery” (The Humane League, 2020c). In 

addition to focusing upon the how the firms play an integral part in shaping the living conditions of the 

chickens, The Humane League also attacks McDonald’s for merely pretending to care for chickens: 

 

“They want us all to believe they are a reliable, responsible company that does the right thing. But 

it's a charade. Behind closed doors, animals are suffering in unimaginable ways for McDonald’s 

menu items. Chickens are bred to grow so large, so fast, they can hardly walk. They spend their 

short, miserable lives in crowded, filthy sheds.” (The Humane League, 2020b).  

 

On the other hand, The Humane League calls out Del Taco for deliberately torturing them, which is seen in 

their video description entitled “Activists urge Del Taco to STOP their animal cruelty #DelTorture” (The Humane 

League, 2020d). Perhaps surprisingly, the activist group only seem to have lost faith in McDonald’s due to the 

number of radical traits and structural arguments as seen in table A2.1, which may come down the size and 

prominence of the firm, while in it in the other case presents a concrete solution to Del Taco in the form of 

adopting the ‘Better Chicken Commitment’, which therefore will make the firm regain the trust of the activist 

group. In that sense, the findings point to a less low level of strategic complexity in the THL vs. McDonald’s 

case compared to the other, as it does not seem as practically intuitive what the activist group is asking the 

firm to do. 
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Medium level of strategic complexity 

In the GP vs. Volkswagen case, the findings show a higher level of complexity compared to the two previous 

because the activist group similarly calls out the firm and blames it for the undesired effects of the issue but 

in fact couples these statements with showing trust in the abilities of Volkswagen to change its social 

irresponsibility: 

 

“Volkswagen opposes key European laws that we need if we're going to save our planet from 

climate change. All is not lost. We feel the good in Volkswagen. Help us turn VW away from the 

Dark Side. JOIN THE REBELLION - http://vwdarkside.com/.” (Greenpeace International, 2011) 

 

Similar to the THL vs. McDonald’s and THL vs. Del Taco cases, Greenpeace also highlights the culpability of 

Volkswagen. However, by contrast, it is evident that the rhetoric of writing is far less dystopian inasmuch the 

activist group does not paint a similarly frightening picture of the implications of the irresponsibility of 

Volkswagen compared to the irresponsibility of animal suffering. For that reason, the statements in the GP vs. 

Volkswagen case may be interpreted as more diffuse and therefore increasingly complex as the receiver is not 

presented with the direct implications of the social irresponsibility.  

 

In addition, with regards to Greenpeace showing trust in the firm, it also increases the strategic complexity 

since it perhaps decreases the facilitation of a unanimous opposition against Volkswagen, yet – seen from 

another perspective – this may have come to serve the activist group well depending on the firm response 

strategy as Volkswagen may be more likely to facilitate a constructive dialogue about the accusations if the 

activist group also speak in favor of the ability of the firm to take part in resolving the conflict.  

 

High level of strategic complexity 

In the final case of GP vs. LEGO, an even higher level of strategic complexity is seen as the culpability of the 

firm is connected with not a single issue as in the previous cases but in fact two. In addition, this is similar to 

the GP vs. Volkswagen case also coupled with a belief in the abilities of the firm to resolve the conflict: 

 

”This morning we released a new video asking much-loved toy company, LEGO to ditch its 

partnership with oil company Shell. […] Every company has a responsibility to choose its partners 

and suppliers ethically. LEGO says it wants to leave a better world for children and has a 

progressive environmental policy. But it’s partnered with Shell, one of the biggest polluters on the 
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planet, now threatening the Arctic. That’s a terrible decision and its bad news for kids. We’re 

calling on LEGO to stand up for the Arctic — and for children — by ditching Shell for good.” (Ayech, 

2014). 

 

On the one hand, Greenpeace therefore draws attention to the irresponsibility of LEGO having a partnership 

with oil and gas company Shell, which allegedly is harming children who play with the toys manufactured by 

LEGO. On the other hand, the activist group to a large extent also places some social irresponsibility in the 

hands of LEGO regarding the threat of environmental pollution in the Arctic that can be caused by Shell. In 

other words, Greenpeace states that the partnership is an issue for both children and the environment.  

 

In addition to this, two cues point in the direction of Greenpeace trusting and believing in the abilities of LEGO 

to resolve at least one of the issues. Here, the activist group states an affection towards the firm in the topic 

sentence and later on presents a concrete solution to resolve the issue of exposing children to the social 

irresponsibility of Shell. Consequently, it is a highly strategically complex case since two issues of 

irresponsibility is either in full or in part placed in the hands of LEGO while Greenpeace also trusts an believes 

in the abilities of the firm to resolve the conflict. 

 

5.2.1 Sub-theme 1A: Risk tendency  

The findings also indicate that as the level of strategic complexity by activist groups increases in the cases, so 

does their tendency to take risks. In relation to the two measures of strategic complexity by activist groups, 

risk tendency depends on how closely an activist group connects a firm to the accused socially irresponsible 

issue(s), as well as to what extent an activist group seeks to make up for a weak connection by expressing trust 

and belief in a firm.  

 

In the two cases with the lowest level of strategic complexity, the activist group heavily connects McDonald’s 

and Del Taco with the socially irresponsible issue of animal abuse. Specifically, it does so by stating that “Del 

Taco sources chicken from industrial farming operations that house hundreds of thousands of birds inside filthy, 

windowless sheds” (The Humane League, 2020c). In other words, The Humane League places the social 

irresponsibility directly in the hands of the firms without stating that any other parties may hold a share in the 

issue. As a result, the activist group does not take any risks in the sense that it does not accuse McDonald’s 

and Del Taco for an issue in which the firms are not directly named the culprit.  
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In the other two cases that have a higher level of strategic complexity, Greenpeace connects both Volkswagen 

and LEGO with an issue that cannot entirely be resolved by the individual firm. In the former case, the activist 

group singles out the firm as “The Volkswagen Group is the largest car maker in Europe” (Greenpeace Nordic, 

2011) and therefore implies that other firms in the same industry also hold a responsibility. However, whether 

or not it is an attempt to deinstitutionalize the field frame of the entire industry by calling out the most 

prominent player on the European market, it is nonetheless a gamble because the firm may be inclined to 

believe that the activist group hold the firm to a higher level of responsibility compared to competitors. 

Nevertheless, with Greenpeace stating that “we feel the good in Volkswagen” (Greenpeace International, 

2011), it is possibly an attempt to make up for a somewhat weak connection the issue by trusting and believing 

in the firm, and thereby hoping for a positive response.  

 

By contrast, the attempt to make up for a weak connection to the issues is even more apparent in the GP vs. 

LEGO case since the activist group in the very first sentence of its campaign statement proclaims its social 

identification with the firm by saying “much-loved toy company, LEGO” (Ayech, 2014). Here, this may be seen 

as an attempt to make up for a weak connection to especially the issue of environmental pollution in the 

Arctic, which essentially is more a social irresponsibility by its partner, Shell, and merely indirectly relates to 

LEGO. As a result, this case has the highest risk tendency because it may be legitimate for third parties and the 

firm to claim that the real issue does not even lie in the hands of LEGO. 

 

5.2.2 Sub-theme 1B: Threat assessment 

In addition to an increasing risk tendency, the findings also indicate that activist groups are more likely have a 

high level of strategic complexity in accordance with how close the issue is placed as a threat towards human 

embodiment. In other words, activist groups make stronger assessments of the threat that pertains to issue 

in low levels of strategic complexity. 

 

This can be exemplified by both THL vs. McDonald’s and THL vs. Del Taco where the activist group paints a 

quite clear picture of the issue by stating that “chickens are bred to grow so large, so fast, they can hardly walk. 

They spend their short, miserable lives in crowded, filthy sheds.” (The Humane League, 2020b). Accordingly, 

the activist group seeks to pressure the firms by clearly outlining the threat of the issue and therefore placing 

it close to human embodiment in an attempt to bring shame on the firms.  

 

By contrast, the GP vs. Volkswagen case does not to the same extent paint a similarly elaborate picture of the 

implications of the issue. Instead, the activist group state that “Volkswagen opposes key European laws that 
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we need if we're going to save our planet from climate change” (Greenpeace International, 2011). As a result, 

the activist group links the issue of Volkswagen having “failed to live up to its green ambitions” (Greenpeace 

Nordic, 2011) to an inarguably much larger issue of climate change which on the surface may not be perceived 

like being as close to human embodiment than animal cruelty.  

 

To an even greater extent, the same can be said about the GP vs. LEGO case where the most central issue is 

the partnership. Even though the partnership is being linked with environmental pollution, Greenpeace 

evidently seeks to tie the issue with an affection towards the implicated party of children, as they state: “we’re 

calling on LEGO to stand up for the Arctic — and for children — by ditching Shell for good” (Ayech, 2014). Quite 

literately, the attempt to make the issue a threat towards children is therefore being pushed into the 

statement which perhaps leaves the reader in two minds as to whether it the threat of the issue solely relates 

the possibility of environmental pollution by Shell or its implications for the environmental condition that 

children will inherit, while it in fact simply sought to end the partnership.  

 

5.3 Theme II: Emotional Polarization in Visuals 

The second theme entitled Emotional polarization in visuals draws upon the distinction between reactive, 

affective and grey area emotions, and it finds that this has implications for the message by the activist group. 

Here, a low degree of polarization focuses on blame and anger towards the firm, while a medium degree is 

more concerned with eliciting third-party emancipation and empowerment, and a low degree combines the 

features of the two other degrees. In line with the research design, this theme draws upon findings from the 

third theoretical construct and its first-order codes, and, together with the first theme, it seeks to answer the 

first of the three theoretically informed research questions. 

 

However, by contrast to the first theme, this theme will not comprise additional sub-themes because the 

coding analysis has not found any other notable variations. This is of course besides the use of moral shock in 

THL vs. Del Taco, but as the case highly resembles the ones investigated by Jarvis et al (2019) where moral 

shock also was prevalent, it simply contributes to confirm their theory. 

 

5.3.1 Degrees of emotional polarization   

Descriptively, the findings indicate different degrees of emotional polarization in visuals. From the overview 

of the coding analysis, it is evident that THL vs. McDonald’s has a high degree of polarization because its use 

of emotions in the video is polarized at the two extremes of Jaspers (1998:402) continuum (i.e. reactive and 
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affective emotions). At the other end of the overview of the coding analysis, GP vs. LEGO has a low degree of 

emotional polarization due to the mix of all types of emotions. In between, one can see that THL vs. Del Taco 

leans towards a high degree inasmuch as it emphasizes solely reactive emotions, while GP vs. Volkswagen is 

less polarized due to the emphasis on grey area emotions.  

 

High degree of emotional polarization in visuals 

The case with the highest degree of emotional polarization in visuals (THL vs. McDonald’s) provides a clear 

message by the use of both reactive and affective emotions because it assigns a high degree of blame and 

anger towards the firm.  

 

In particular, this is underlined as the activist group displays a high degree of the affective emotion of suspicion 

by depicting in the video that the viewer has snug into the extravagant party thrown by McDonald’s (please 

see table 6.2). In addition, the video also draws upon reactive emotions such as shame and outrage by using 

unanswered voicemails to McDonald’s by concerned people who have learnt the alleged truth about its animal 

abuse. Taken together, this places a large social irresponsibility on the shoulders of the firm as shame and 

outrage are connected with providing a clear target and enhancing anger towards it. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 6.2: The Humane League vs. McDonald’s (selective representation of video shots) 

Source: The Humane League, 2020c 
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Medium degree of emotional polarization in visuals 

As for the THL vs. Del Taco and GP vs. Volkswagen cases, who have a comparably more moderate strategic 

complexity compared to the previous, it is evident that this also shows from the findings in their respective 

videos. As a common denominator, the findings suggest that a medium degree of emotional polarization in 

visuals is more concerned with displaying emancipatory features that reveal to viewer what is really going on 

while trying to mobilize or empower support against the issues. The reasons for which is that the combined 

presence of the grey area emotions of respectively grief, sorrow and loss as well as joy and hope signal that 

activist groups seek to display empowerment and raise questions towards the meaning of life.  

 

In the videos, this is emphasized in THL vs. Del Taco as it shows how activists are both sad because of the issue 

but also hopeful in their efforts to get supporters to sign a petition (see table 6.3), while the video in the GP 

vs. Volkswagen case displays hope by depicting the rebellion from Star Wars (Greenpeace) who seek to 

overthrow the dark side (Volkswagen) (see table 6.4). However, in addition to this, the latter case also slightly 

diverges from the other as it also includes fear in the form the terrors that the Death Star will cast upon the 

Earth, which in turn signifies an oppression of or threat towards one’s moral beliefs. Nevertheless, although 

this relates to the overall tendency to underline emancipation in medium degrees of emotional polarization in 

visuals, it nonetheless also makes the message comparably less clear compared to the THL vs. McDonald’s 

case. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 6.3: The Humane League vs. Del Taco (selective representation of video shots) 

Source: The Humane League, 2020d 
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Low degree of emotional polarization in visuals 

Finally, a low degree of emotional polarization in visuals is seen in the GP vs. LEGO case. Even though this may 

be seen as counterintuitive with regards to its strategic complexity, one should note that the common 

denominator between the two themes describing this case is that it is highly dispersed. In that sense, 

Greenpeace shoots in many directions with both its statements and video.  

 

Looking at the video, the thesis finds that the activist group combines all of the emotional features that are 

depicted in the other cases. First, it uses reactive emotions when the LEGO characters are being drown in oil, 

which signifies grief, sorrow and loss coupled with a high degree of blame, which is seen in the depictions of 

respectively the Shell drilling platform as well as its implications for life in the Arctic that is now being drown 

in oil due to leak (please see table 6.4). In addition to this, the beginning of the video also signifies a high 

degree of suspicion as a Shell truck and a greedy Shell businessman seem to create unrest in the Arctic 

landscape.  

 

In accumulation, all of these emotional displays point in various directions that may leave viewers with 

different impressions as there are not only features of emancipation and empowerment but also a high degree 

of blame and anger that is being targeted towards the depiction of Shell characters and equipment. As a result, 

Table 6.4: Greenpeace vs. Volkswagen (selective representation of video shots) 

Source: Greenpeace International, 2011 
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it may therefore come as a surprise when Greenpeace ends with the caption saying: “SHELL IS POLLUTING 

OUR KID’S IMAGINATIONS” but that they encourage to “TELL LEGO TO END ITS PARTNERSHIP WITH SHELL.” 

(Greenpeace International, 2014). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.4 Theme III: Perceived Firm Irresponsibility by Third Parties 

The thesis finds that third parties hold more intense perceptions of a firm’s social irresponsibility in accordance 

with the degree of emotional polarization in visuals. In particular, this perception is rooted in the extent to 

which the YouTube comments express blame, emotional energy, and enactment. With regards to the two sub-

themes, perceived firm irresponsibility by third parties compromise to extreme scenarios. On the one hand, 

having intense perceptions by third parties leads to increased resistance against a firm as well as a stronger 

morality alignment with an activist group, while, on the other hand, having low perceptions by third parties is 

likely to turn a considerable degree of resistance against an activist group as well as a less high morality 

alignment with the activist group. 

 

Table 6.5: Greenpeace vs. LEGO (selective representation of video shots) 

Source: Greenpeace International, 2014 
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By contrast to the previous two, this theme seeks to answer the second of the theoretically informed research 

questions by drawing upon the findings from the fourth theoretical construct of third-party influences and its 

first order codes.  

 

5.4.1 Intensities of perceived firm irresponsibility 

Besides from the types of emotions apparent in the comments by third parties, the coding analysis suggests 

that blame, emotional energy, and enactment increase when moving from right to left in the overview of the 

coding analysis. Jointly, these codes point to a range of intensities in the way that third parties perceive the 

irresponsibility of the firm. In the below, the thesis will therefore initially go through each individual code in 

order to capture the essence of perceived irresponsibility and subsequently suggest a number of intensities 

similar to what has been found in the previous themes.  

 

Causal and remedial blame 

First, the emotionally underpinned popular concept of blame is moderate in the Greenpeace cases whereas it 

is high in the cases involving The Humane League. These codes may be explained by Jasper (1998) who divides 

blame into either causal or remedial blame, where the latter of which implies that a firm holds much of the 

responsibility for causing a threat while the latter relates to whether a firm is trying to make up for it.  

 

Following that distinction, causal blame may be comparably lower in the Greenpeace cases because many 

third parties do not believe that neither LEGO nor Volkswagen have single-handedly caused the environmental 

threats of Arctic drilling or CO2 emissions (see comments in table A4.1 and A5.1), and instead remedial blame 

may be more apparent from the comments. This can be exemplified by the below comments: 

 

Kevon Looney (05-01-2018): ”Just saying, why would you attack LEGO and not shell, besides for 

the amount of oil and plastic and electricity you used to film this it probably quadrupled the 

amount of oil LEGO and shells partnership caused to be used, I mean what kind of kid is going to 

see the shell logo and be excited and want gas and oil?” (Greenpeace International, 2014) 

 

ReallyThilthyToad (17-11-2015): ”As if anyone really cares. As a matter of fact people still 

appreciate the quality and reasonable pricing of their Volkswagen.” (Greenpeace International, 

2011) 
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By contrast, the cases involving The Humane League have almost unanimously received both casual blame 

and remedial blame by third parties as the responsibility of animal welfare is directly placed in the hands of 

McDonald’s and Del Taco: 

 

Martin Underwood (19-06-2019): “[…] I'm outraged to see this new campaign film against 

McDonald's. As one of the most influential companies in the world, your actions have an impact 

on millions of animals, but all I see you doing is ignoring your responsibilities.” (The Humane 

League, 2019). 

 

iHeart Bird (30-01-2020): ”I was very disapointed to learn that Del Taco allows horrible cruelty in 

its chicken supply chain. It's shameful! Del Taco, please adopt a meaningful chicken welfare 

policy!” (The Humane League 2020d). 

 

Consequently, perceived firm irresponsibility by third parties increased along with the combined presence of 

both causal and remedial blame. 

 

Emotional energy and enactment 

Second and third, a similar pattern is seen with regards to the emotional energy as well as the enactment by 

third parties. Here, one of the main determinants for perceived irresponsibility is the degree to which third-

party comments show identification with the activist group, as only half of the comments in the Greenpeace 

cases do so while almost all do so in the cases involving The Humane League (please see tables A2.5, A3.5, 

A4.5 and A5.5). Consequently, this suggests that a low intensity of perceived irresponsibility actually may imply 

that blame to some degree shifts towards the activist group itself instead of the firm, which ultimately 

questions the moral legitimacy of the campaign.  

 

This is further underscored by the level of enactment as no third parties have made comments in the 

Greenpeace cases suggesting that they are willing to pledge, perform or evangelize the cause. However, seen 

from another perspective, the reason for which may also be rooted in the fact that The Humane League in 

both cases have set up petitions which arguably are more likely to obtain third-party enactment. Nonetheless, 

especially the varying degrees of emotional energy point towards different intensities of how third parties 

perceive the irresponsibility of a firm.  
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In accumulation, the three codes predominantly show that perceived firm irresponsibility intensifies when 

moving from right to left in the overview of the coding analysis. In particular, third parties place emphasis of 

the combined presence of causal and remedial blame while identification with the activist groups similarly 

increases, yet it may considerably shift towards firm identification when perceived firm irresponsibility is less 

intense. On the basis of the most prevalent emotions in the comments, the thesis will therefore introduce two 

sub-themes that can shed further light on the determinants of identification in third-party influences. 

 

5.4.2 Subtheme 3A: Firm resistance 

As a first sub-theme under perceived firm irresponsibility, the coding analysis suggest that the high prevalence 

of defiance in comments by third parties should be understood in particular manner in order for it be firm 

resistance. In accordance with Jasper (1998, p. 406, l. 24), defiance is a “stance that encourages resistance”, 

and perhaps rightly so, he does not single out firms as the only target for third-party resistance. As a result, 

the high degree of defiance in third-party comments on the Greenpeace cases may therefore suggest that the 

emotion also can be understood in terms of resistance towards the activist group (please see comments in 

tables A4.1 and A4.2).  

 

By contrast, third-party comments expressing defiance in THL vs. McDonald’s all point to an agreement with 

the message by the activist group and thereby represent firm resistance. In order to shed light on these two 

usages of defiance, one may draw upon Hollander & Einwohner’s (2004:538-547) conceptualization of 

resistance which at its core should include both action and opposition. However, based on the non-existing 

enactment in the Greenpeace cases, that action does not form part of this type of resistance but that it instead 

represents opposition towards the activist group. Drawing upon their typology of resistance, defiance may in 

this context therefore be understood as so-called covert resistance which is an opposition that is not being 

recognized by any targets (neither the activist group nor the firm) but instead builds momentum among third 

parties.  

 

Consequently, in order for an activist group to avoid resistance towards itself but instead obtain firm 

resistance, the findings show that third parties should be presented with the opportunity of taking action – for 

example in the form a petition against the firm. In sum, what may be deduced from considering firm resistance 

is the fact that the cases point towards a higher degree of which in high intensities of perceived firm 

irresponsibility. 
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5.4.3 Subtheme 3B: Morality alignment 

As a second sub-theme under perceived firm irresponsibility, the thesis finds that the emotions of outrage and 

joy elicit a higher level of morality alignment by third parties with an activist group, and it is more likely to take 

place when there is a high intensity of perceived firm irresponsibility by third parties. 

 

On the one hand, the coding analysis reveals that the reactive emotion of outrage is by far the most common 

in cases with a high intensity of perceived firm irresponsibility (see tables A2.2 and A3.2). Taken together with 

a similarly high degree of moral emotions, the findings point towards the concept of moral outrage as 

investigated Antonetti & Maklan (2014:430) who argues that it encompasses a strong third-party perception 

of greed, unfairness and severity in the actions taken by the firm.  

 

On the other hand, however, in the cases with a low intensity of perceived firm irresponsibility by third parties, 

the coding analysis reveals a high degree of a grey area emotion that has not been empirically investigated in 

the literature contributing to the thesis, namely joy. According to Jasper (1998:406-408), joy is often coupled 

with empowerment and excitement, and in contrast to reactive emotions it is understood as both less 

irrational but also more abstract with regards to establishing injustice frames. For those reasons, the thesis 

finds that a low morality alignment is not necessarily negative but simply comparably more sophisticated. 

However, whether such sophistication is a positive contribution by third parties remains unanswered as many 

of the comments also display resistance towards the activist group (see tables A4.1 and A5.1).  

 

5.5 Theme IV: Firm Response Contradiction 

The fourth and final theme point to a prevalence in the tendency for firms to make use of two response 

strategies that contradicts each other in cases where an activist group has a higher level of strategic 

complexity. In other words, the higher a strategic complexity, the more likely a firm is to give something to an 

activist group with one hand (firm adoption) while also taking something with the other (conflict over the 

resolution the issue). This finding is further underlined by two sub-themes that touch upon how a high 

response contradiction leads to firm seeking to maintain competitive advantage (sub-theme 4A) while also 

exerting institutional isomorphism to meet the external demands by an activist group (sub-theme 4B). 

 

 In accordance with the research design, this theme draws upon the findings from the final two theoretical 

constructs and their respective first-order codes in order to answer the third theoretically informed research 

question.  
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5.5.1 Likelihood of response contradiction   

Moving from left to right in the overview of the coding analysis, it seems that firms increasingly make use of 

contradictory response strategies. The most extreme example of which is therefore in the GP vs. LEGO case 

where the firm has made use of two contradictory strategies, namely acquiescence by an imitation tactic and 

defiance by an attack/challenge tactic. A similar contradiction is seen to a lesser degree in GP vs. Volkswagen 

and to an even lesser degree in THL vs. Del Taco, while there is no response contradiction in THL vs. McDonald’s 

as only one strategy and tactic has been employed.  

 

A response contradiction represents a paradox as a firm may initially imitate external demands and 

subsequently deliberately challenge or attack external demands, which was the case in GP vs. LEGO, where 

the firm issued the following statement: 

 

”As things currently stand we will not renew the contract with Shell when the present contract 

ends. The Greenpeace campaign uses the Lego brand to target Shell. As we have stated before, 

we firmly believe Greenpeace ought to have a direct conversation with Shell. The Lego brand, and 

everyone who enjoys creative play, should never have become part of this dispute between 

Greenpeace and Shell. […].” (Brittlebank, 2014). 

 

Such highly contradictory response therefore resembles what may be labeled a passive-aggressive strategy, 

which arguably is a non-zero-sum game in the sense that an activist group and a firm may obtain an unequal 

gain or loss because of the use of two strategies and tactics. As a result, a high degree of response contradiction 

leads to more competitive environment. Following this idea, a larger separation between the employed 

strategies and tactics therefore points to a more competitive environment between an activist group and an 

firm, and vice versa. By contrast, a zero-sum game can be argued to take place when there is no response 

contradiction because the choice of any single strategy or tactic by a firm may simply be seen as an attempt 

to balance gains and losses. This is seen in the statement issued by McDonald’s: 

 

“We’re committed to sourcing our food and packaging sustainably, including the welfare of the 

animals in our global supply chain. We believe that our outcome-based approach provides the 

most comprehensive way forward to measurably improve chicken welfare. We recently 

announced a Global Chicken Sustainability Advisory Council, a multi-stakeholder group including 

leading academics and animal health and welfare experts, global suppliers, and NGOs. This group 
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will provide deep expertise, diverse perspectives, and provide recommendations for evolving our 

chicken welfare and sustainability strategy.” (Smith, 2019). 

 

From an ideological standpoint, a firm may also gain not only by expressing a similar perception to the one by 

the activist group (i.e. acquiescence) or by deliberately attacking the activist group in an attempt to, for 

example, obtain support from third parties (i.e. resistance towards an activist group).  

 

5.5.2 Subtheme 4A: Maintaining competitive advantage  

Based on the high degree of economic justifications in the most extreme examples of response contradiction, 

the thesis finds that firms aim at maintaining competitive advantage in spite of conflicting institutional 

demands from external spheres.  

 

This can be exemplified by Volkswagen stating that it seeks to balance social and economic objectives, and 

that it wishes to contribute with product innovation in the form of so-called powertrains that will relieve an 

environmental burden: 

 

“ […] I guarantee that we will do everything in our power to reach carbon dioxide emissions of 95 

grams without any reservations. However, this will only be possible if customers accept our 

advanced alternative powertrains. This is of course our objective […]” (King, 2013) 

 

The theoretical reasoning for which emanates from Pache & Santos (2010:127) finding inspiration in the work 

by Porter & Kramer (2002) in defining the linguistic CSR dimension of economic justifications. Here, Porter & 

Kramer (2002:57) argue that a combination of social and economic interests as seen in both the GP vs. 

Volkswagen and GP vs. LEGO cases provides better conditions for firms to maintain competitive advantage. 

Nevertheless, with both a biased transparency as well as the presence of an individual identity orientation in 

the latter case, one may argue that maintaining competitive advantage is more resembled in the response by 

LEGO than by Volkswagen. As a result, it follows the progression of response contradiction. Nevertheless, that 

is not to say that either McDonald’s or Del Taco do not seek to maintain competitive advantage, yet without 

the coding analysis having identified similar justifications, it is reasonable – on the grounds of the above – to 

claim that they are less active in maintaining competitive advantage. 
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5.5.3 Subtheme 4B: Institutional isomorphism 

In addition to maintaining competitive advantage, the combination of cognitive legitimacy and an 

acquiescence strategy in cases with a high degree of response contradiction also point to institutional 

isomorphism, i.e. firm adoption to the external demands by an activist group. 

 

Here, both Volkswagen and LEGO have evidently made use this combination since they both adopt external 

demands by respectively reducing emissions and ending the partnership. In defining cognitive legitimacy, Basu 

& Palazzo (2008:126) drew upon DiMaggio & Powell’s (1983:149-153) distinction between competitive 

isomorphism and institutional isomorphism. Here, the former of which relates to the previous sub-theme 

inasmuch as it emphasizes adaptation according to competitive measures, e.g. maintaining sales or a good 

reputation. Looking at cognitive legitimacy and acquiescence in isolation, however, institutional isomorphism 

also plays an equally present role in high degrees of response contradiction because the two firms align their 

actions with a normative political standard by an activist group (DiMaggio & Powell, 1983:150).  

 

Consequently, the presence of both maintaining competitive advantage (competitive isomorphism) and 

institutional isomorphism arguably represents a scenario in which both parties (a firm and an activist group) 

both may leave the playing field of private politics with some degree of gain. Looking at the other end of the 

spectrum, a low or non-existing presence of response contradiction may be characterized by a mix of all 

legitimacies as well as a less adaptive firm response strategy. In that sense, institutional isomorphism does not 

take place and the scenario seems more unpredictable by the combination of multiple legitimacies as 

McDonald’s and Del Taco not only seeks to take control of the situation but also both adapts and co-creates 

acceptable standards, which provides a confusing platform for finding a resolution to the conflict.  

 

Chapter 6: Discussion   
In accordance with the findings of the thesis, the discussion chapter will initially discuss its empirical reliability 

and validity. Secondly, the chapter will outline how the findings contributes to existing research within private 

politics towards CSI and the strategic use of emotions and symbols in visuals. Finally, the findings will be 

discussed in accordance with its practical implications for activist groups, third parties and firms.   
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6.1 Discussion of the Findings 

In accordance with both the theory and the empirics, the thesis was able to answer both the primary and the 

three theoretically informed research questions. However, in order to do so, the thesis heavily relied upon the 

ability of theories from the respective disciplines to be integrated into a normative framework of private 

politics towards CSI, which therefore resulted in the thesis being highly theory driven and that cases were 

selected upon their ability to replicate theory. As a consequence, it naturally raises questions towards the 

ability of the empirical integration of the respective data sources to provide a valid and reliable answer to the 

research questions. According to Lenzerini (2002:233), three distinct aspects are important when integrating 

data.  

 

First, the modelling of data sources (i.e. how the individual data sources relate to each other). Looking at the 

data sources directly applicable to theory on private politics, it is reasonable to argue that there is a high 

reliability and validity in the extent to which they relate to each other. This is not only rooted in the fact that 

findings on the firm response strategies are a directly derived from the response itself but also that the 

perceptions by activist groups are reflected in their campaign statements and not investigated via interviews, 

as there arguably is a high possibility of such perceptions not forming part of the actual activist strategy. 

However, with regards to the strategic use of emotions and symbols in visuals, one may argue that videos do 

not completely capture the activist campaign as other visual, written or spoken data might also have an 

influence upon the response by the firm. Nevertheless, the delimitation on the videos allowed for a higher 

reliability and validity in choosing to focus upon YouTube comments by third parties, as they are directly 

related to that particular visual data source. Seen from another perspective, the delimitation of the thesis to 

solely include YouTube comments is inarguably also a simplification of the understanding of third-party 

influences as other sources – such as feature articles, blogs or the number of signings to a petition – also may 

have a considerable influence. However, with the thesis explicitly stating that third-party influences would 

solely be derived from YouTube comments, it nonetheless answers the research question(s) in this particular 

context.  

 

Second, Lenzerini (2002:233) point to the reformulation of data sources, which means that one cannot simply 

assume that information in the data is reliable. In other words, one may here question whether, for example, 

the firm response is in fact the actual response to the activist group. Here, one particular example of which 

could be in the GP vs. Volkswagen case where it is stated that the activist group and the firm held several 

meetings in advance of the publication of the response. As a result, it may not be reliable to assume that the 
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initial and actual response by the firm to the activist group was in fact both acquiescence and compromise as 

the firm may have started out by deliberately defied the accusations of the social irresponsibility. In an attempt 

to identify whether the firm response statement was in fact what has been found, the thesis could have made 

use of interviews with both sources to cross-check whether this was true.  

 

Third, Lenzerini (2002:240) point towards the possibility of inconsistencies in data sources, which especially 

challenged the coding analysis of the thesis. Here, considerable time was spent on identifying one single firm 

response strategy and tactic in the statements, as this was established by the theory. Instead, the thesis chose 

to formulate a theme that could address this scenario and therefore ended up presenting the findings on firm 

response contradiction, which shall therefore also form part of the theoretical contributions in the following 

section. However, besides from this theoretical construct, the thesis did not encounter many problems in this 

regard. Nevertheless, going back to the remarks on the first aspect, additional data sources could have pointed 

towards inconsistencies in for example the strategic use of emotions as other visual material may not elicited 

the same emotions as those found in the four videos. 

 

6.2 Theoretical Contributions 

In this section of the discussion chapter, the thesis will present its theoretical contributions to respective the 

field of private politics towards CSI and the strategic use of emotions and symbols in visuals. 

 

6.2.1 Contributions to private politics towards CSI 

 

Activist strategies 

The most conspicuous contribution to the understanding of activist groups is that there is a direct correlation 

between their degree of strategic complexity and the way in which they strategically use – especially –

emotions in visuals.  

 

As applicable to the theory by Lange & Washburn (2012), it is therefore found that the number of primary 

factors and further influences provides a clear identification as to how the activist group will strategically use 

emotions in visuals. In particular, this means that the more assessments that are apparent in the campaign 

statement by an activist group, the more mixed the strategic use of emotions will be in the visuals. According 

to Jarvis et al (2019:1369), this is a sign of an activist group not acting upon its acute emotional perception of 
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the social irresponsibility by the firm but instead one that is more considerate in its strategic approach. By 

contrast, if few assessments are apparent, it is more likely to be focused on both reactive and affective 

emotions, which in line with Jarvis et al (2019:1369) means that an activist group acts upon its acute emotional 

perception of the social irresponsibility of the firm. In that sense, such scenario may be labeled more sincere 

than considerate.  

 

In addition, the thesis also make few contributions to the work by den Hond & de Bakker (2007) as it is found 

that the most sincere display by an activist group was the only one to include radical traits and structural 

arguments, which ultimately substantiates a claim saying that radical activist groups are focused upon placing 

blame on the firm and that they have little intention to and/or belief in creating a mutually beneficial resolution 

to the conflict. By contrast, the more considerate cases exclusively contained reformative traits and structural 

arguments, where two of which even expressed a social identification with the implicated firm.  

 

Third-party Influences 

With regards to third parties, the findings of the thesis questions Baron’s (2003:58-59) argument on third 

parties determining the severity of the issue in private politics. Here, it was found that in cases where activist 

groups made a strong assessment of the threat because it was perceived close to human embodiment, this 

was echoed in the degree of resistance towards the firm. Oppositely, if the assessment of the threat was low, 

resistance actually also turned against the activist group. Consequently, it is reasonable to argue that it is the 

perception by an activist group that prescribes the severity of the issue, and that the understanding of third-

party influence should not solely be understood in terms of how it perceives a firm but in fact also an activist 

group.  

 

Furthermore, the thesis also contributes to the stream of literature in CSI research that has investigated the 

emotional attributions by third-parties as it is found that the reactive emotion of outrage should be added to 

the selection of emotions that are commonly associated with the likelihood of contributing in protest against 

a firm (hate, anger, disgust, fear or contempt) (Antonetti & Maklan, 2016:429; Grappi et al, 2013:1814; 

Lindenmeier et al, 2012:1364; Grappi et al, 2015:659). This is rooted in the apparent comments from YouTube 

where third parties have indicated a high degree of enactment (please see table A3.2 and A3.6).  
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Firm response strategies 

Finally, the thesis also contributes to the understanding of firm responses. In relation to the third aspect on 

inconsistencies in data sources in the previous section, the finding on firm response contradiction adds another 

dimension to the theory by Pache & Santos (2010) as they did not argue for the possibility of more than one 

type of strategy and tactic to be apparent in firm responses. Accordingly, it expands the understanding of 

activist groups posing conflicting institutional demands upon a firm in the sense that a firm may both adhere 

to the demands while also divert conflicting institutional demands back towards the activist group in an 

attempt to maintain competitive advantage. As a result, it naturally also confirms the argument from positive 

research on private politics where the actions of a firm are highly dependent on the actions by an activist 

group (Baron, 2001:13; Baron, 2003:51; Baron & Diermeier, 2007:620).  

 

As a second contribution to firm response strategies, the thesis confirms Pache & Santos’s (2010:467) 

proposition stating that firms are likely to resort to defiance, yet it disconfirms that they are also likely to 

respond with an avoidance strategy. Instead, the thesis finds that firms also make use of a compromise 

strategy, often in the form of a balance or pacify tactics. Nevertheless, as their proposition rested on an 

absence of internal representation, it would inarguably require that the thesis had investigated the internal 

dynamics of firms to truly either confirm or disconfirm this proposition. 

 

6.2.2 Contributions to the strategic use of emotions and symbols in visuals 

As directly applicable to the work by Jarvis et (2019:1373), the thesis confirms their finding on a reactive-

affective conflict in cases that address animal cruelty. This is manifested in the THL vs. McDonald’s as it similarly 

is found that by eliciting both reactive and affective emotions, the activist group is able to articulate its acute 

emotional perception of the issue which in turn also is mimicked by third parties who show the same emotions 

as well as a relatively high degree of enactment in comparison with the other cases. However, although their 

study did not directly relate to corporate social irresponsibility, the thesis nonetheless find that it is not likely 

that firms adopt external institutional demands by activist groups, which from the perspective of an activist 

group is not the optimal resolution to the conflict. By contrast, it in fact seems that less polarized emotional 

display is more likely to speak in favor of firm adoption – though also with the possibility of a conflict over the 

resolution to the issue. However, it should be noted that this was found in cases that did not address animal 

cruelty. Yet, what in fact seems certain is that one may argue that the theory by Jarvis et al (2019) is more 

applicable to issues that can be resolved by third parties rather than firms – yet seen from another perspective 
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their theory perhaps applies better to having third parties making a behavioral change in consumption which 

can lead to material and not symbolic damage upon a firm (den Hond & de Bakker, 2007:911).  

 

6.3 Avenues for Future Research  

On the basis of the limitations and boundary conditions that encompass the empirical findings, the thesis 

proposes three avenues for further research that will can test its reliability and validity. 

 

In accordance with the discussion of the findings, one avenue for further research is to conduct a single case 

study in order to completely satisfy Lenzerini’s (2002) three aspects of data integration. On the one hand, this 

could be carried out by focusing upon a representative case where complementary data is taken into 

consideration. Here, one way could be to consider the findings of the thesis as secondary data while gathering 

primary data by means of interviews with the respective actors in private politics. In doing so, a study will be 

able to identify if the empirical modelling of the thesis presents any inconsistencies in the data or if the data 

sources have been subject to excessive reformulation by the respective actors. On the other hand, an inductive 

qualitative or quantitative case study design would enable the topic of the thesis to initially be investigated 

purely from an empirical perspective and subsequently theoretically discussed not only in accordance with the 

findings of the thesis but also in relation to the both normative and positive research on private politics as well 

as the works by Jarvis et al (2019) and Barberá-Tomás et al (2019). As a result, such avenue for further research 

would be less theory-driven which arguably also seems fitting to a research area where the modelling of the 

data can be questioned.  

 

Another avenue for future research is to exclusively focus upon the modelling of the data that connects third-

party influences with firm response strategies. In line with the remarks on the theoretical contributions to the 

strategic use of emotions and symbols in visuals, such research should not necessarily be conducted from the 

perspective of private politics towards CSI, yet merely consider the dynamics of institutional theory in 

investigating to what extent firm response strategies are shaped in accordance various sources of third-party 

influences. In the light of the thesis, the influence of comments by third parties to the campaign videos on 

YouTube could therefore be one of many sources that such study may delimit its attention towards. 

Alternatively, a study could also seek to cover this research gap by investigating how cultural theory in the 

light of how third parties may perceive issues of social irresponsibility and therefore culturally influence the 

firm response statements.  
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Finally, a third avenue for future research could be to study cases that relate to public politics instead of private 

politics. As mentioned under the case selection process, many potential cases were excluded due to their 

overlap with public politics, such as Greenpeace vs. Shell where the activist group appealed to the Obama 

administration in the hope of preventing the firm from drilling for oil in the Arctic, or Greenpeace vs. The Coca 

Cola Group where the activist group asked the Australian government to impose legislation on plastic pollution 

(Greenpeace Australia Pacific, 2013; Greenpeace International, 2015). In principle, this type of cases shares 

the same empirical foundation with the one that is outlined in the thesis, yet it naturally also extends to 

consider the role of governmental authorities, which can be considered either a third-party or a target similar 

to a firm. By drawing upon such cases, it would also increase the likelihood of selecting cases that contain a 

sufficient level of data, which was an obstacle in the case selection process of the thesis. 

 

6.4 Practical Implications 

In the final section of the discussion chapter, the thesis will present the practical implications of its findings 

to either of the three respective actors in private politics. 

 

6.4.1 Implications for activist groups 

In general, the practical implication of the thesis for activist groups is that it should be considerate in how it 

strategically expresses its perception of the socially responsible issue that it believes has been caused by the 

firm. Here, the thesis assumes that an activist group ideally seeks firm adoption in response to its demands 

while also avoiding a conflict over the resolution to the issue.  

 

In practice, it initially implies that an activist group should focus upon addressing a single issue in both its 

campaign statement and video, because an emphasis on two issues is more likely to lead to an increased 

resistance by third parties against the activist group as well as respectively a decreased likelihood of firm 

adoption and an increased likelihood of a conflict over the resolution to the issue. With regards to the issue 

itself, it seems that activist groups who focus more upon the undesirability of the effect (e.g. climate change) 

rather than showing identification with an implicated party (e.g. a suffering animal) are more likely to obtain 

firm adoption.  

 

However, the reason for which may come down to the character of the firm rather than the issue. Here, the 

thesis suggests that firms who express cognitive legitimacy (i.e. willingness to listen to its stakeholders such as 

consumers or research experts) are more likely to adopt, whereas those firms who tend to draw upon 
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economic justifications (e.g. how they have contributed economically to create a social impact) are more likely 

to create a conflict over the resolution to the issue in an attempt to maintain its competitive advantage. 

Nevertheless, that is of course not to say that an activist group should not attempt to hold a firm accountable 

if it believes that it has caused an issue of social irresponsibility. Notwithstanding the character of the firm, an 

activist group should also ideally combine the focus upon a single issue with expressing a social identification 

with the firm as it is found that this is more likely to lead to firm adoption.  

 

As for the visual part of the campaign, the answer varies depending on whether an activist group seeks to 

obtain third-party influence and the firm adoption. With regards to the former, the thesis finds that a polarized 

emotional display between both reactive emotions (e.g. anger or outrage) and affective emotions (e.g. 

suspicion or hatred) is more likely to obtain enactment to the issue and resistance against the firm by third 

parties. By contrast, a low degree of polarization with a highly mixed display of emotions is less likely to obtain 

enactment and resistance. In fact, it is found that such display increases the likelihood of resistance against 

the firm, yet this may inarguably mostly come down to the issue itself. However, with regards to obtaining 

firm adoption, the thesis actually finds that a less polarized display is usually combined with firm adoption. In 

that way, the findings perhaps mostly point to a less polarized display based on the assumption that firm 

adoption is the ideal scenario for an activist group. Nevertheless, as there were not found to be any 

irregularities in the degree of emotional polarization in visuals in relation to the strategic complexity of an 

activist group, it ultimately suggests that the basis for successful campaign by an activist group begins and 

ends with being considerate in how it addresses its perception of the socially irresponsible issue that it 

connects to the firm.  

 

6.4.2 Implications for third parties 

The thesis also provides few implications for third parties who wish to influence private politics towards CSI 

via comments to a campaign video posted by an activist group on YouTube. Here, the thesis assumes that a 

third party seeks to support either an activist group or a firm.  

 

In the event of the former, it seems likely that third parties contribute to damaging the reputation by a firm 

when they express a high degree of outrage and defiance because it signifies not only resistance against a firm 

but also a morality alignment with an activist group. However, as firm responses in such event have not been 

found be favor the likelihood of adoption, it is arguably only influential in the sense that it may create 

reputational damage on the firm, which it perhaps later on will give in to. In the event of the latter, the thesis 

finds that third parties can divert their defiance against activist groups which may influence the degree to 
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which firms are able to maintain a competitive advantage despite being accused of a socially irresponsible 

issue by an activist group.  

 

6.4.3 Implications for Firms  

Finally, the thesis also has practical implications for firms who find themselves in a situation where they have 

been accused by an activist group of being socially irresponsible. Here, the thesis does not necessarily assume 

that a firm has acted responsibly but instead that it simply seeks to uphold its reputation despite the 

accusations.  

 

As a vital step in doing so, one may therefore argue that it is central to focus upon how it is able to maintain 

competitive advantage. In doing so, the thesis finds that it is a necessity to perform some degree of adoption 

to the demands by an activist group. In that way, a firm can satisfy the two groups of third parties who 

respectively show defiance towards a firm and defiance towards an activist group, which ultimately helps a 

firm in upholding its reputation. As an underlying determinant that will help a firm to find itself in such 

scenario, it seems that it should express a willingness to listen to its stakeholders in not only its CSR statements 

but also in its response to the activist campaign.  

 

7.0 Conclusion  
On the basis of four cases where activist groups via mediatized activism have sought to inflict symbolic damage 

upon a firm, it is found that the strategic use of emotions and symbols in visuals influences both (1) the 

intensity of perceived firm irresponsibility by third parties and (2) the likelihood of a firm to adopt the demands 

by an activist group and/or to create a conflict over the resolution to the issue(s) in an attempt to maintain 

competitive advantage.  

 

The findings were generated by means of abductively associating the strategic use of emotions and symbols 

in visuals into an integrated normative framework of private politics towards CSI. Four cases involving the 

activist groups of Greenpeace International and The Humane League were then selected upon their ability to 

replicate the theoretical framework in a way that would allow the thesis to have a representational case 

selection (i.e. polar types) in a multiple cross-case study design. Drawing upon qualitative textual, visual and 

social media data sources, the thesis used the two methods of narrative thematic analysis as well as social and 
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multimodal semiotics to initially conduct a coding analysis of the cases in accordance with the theory. This 

allowed for the thesis to identify themes/cross-case patterns that related to each of the respective actors in 

private politics towards CSI.  

 

First, it was found that there is a correlation between how an activist group strategically perceives a socially 

irresponsible firm and how it strategically makes use of emotions and symbols in visuals. Here, some activist 

groups address a single socially irresponsible issue while seeking to visually direct blame and anger towards a 

firm, whereas others address one or two issues and are more inclined to visually express emancipation and 

empowerment towards third parties. 

 

Secondly, however, it was found that a focus upon one or two issues coupled with a visual expression of not 

only anger and blame towards the a firm but also emancipation and empowerment towards third parties 

decreased the perceived firm irresponsibility by third parties in a way that diverted resistance towards an 

activist group. By contrast, a focus upon one issue along with either of the two visual expressions is more likely 

divert resistance towards a firm and ultimately lead to a higher intensity of perceived firm irresponsibility by 

third parties. 

 

Finally, in cases where an activist group focused upon one issue along with the visual expression of blame and 

anger towards a firm and thereby obtained a strong intensity of perceived firm irresponsibility by third parties, 

it was not likely to lead to firm adoption. By contrast, firm adoption to the demands by an activist group was 

found to be more likely in cases that similarly focused upon one issue but instead visually expressed 

emancipation and empowerment towards third parties. This was also found to be true in cases focusing upon 

one or two issues as well as both of the visual expressions, yet here an increased perceived firm irresponsibility 

by third parties perhaps paved the way for firms to create a conflict over the resolution to the issues in an 

attempt to maintain competitive advantage. In order for an activist group to de-escalate such conflict, the 

thesis also found that it can express a social identification with the targeted firm, which is more likely to be 

successful when an activist group solely addresses one issue.   
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Table A1: Definitions of specific emotions  

Affective emotions  
• Hatred, Hostility, Loathing: Powerful step in the creation of outrage and the fixing of blame. Can alter 

goals from practical results to punishment of opponents. 
• Love: One can have erotic and other attachments to people already in a movement; love also shapes 

one's affective map of the world. 
• Solidarity, Loyalty: Positive feelings toward others can lead to action on behalf of that group or category. 
• Suspicion, Paranoia: Often lead to indignation and articulation of blame. 
• Trust, Respect: Basic positive affects that influence other emotional and cognitive responses, patterns 

of alliances, and credibility. 
 

Reactive emotions  
• Anger: Can have many sources, and can be channeled in many directions, including both rage and 

outrage. Can interfere with effective strategies. 
• Grief, Loss, Sorrow: Loss, especially of a loved one, can bring on life passage and raise issues of the 

meaning of life. 
• Outrage, Indignation: These build on other emotions, largely by providing a target or analysis.  
• Shame: Can lead to anger and aggressive reactions. 

 
Grey area emotions 

• Compassion, Sympathy, Pity: One can imagine the plight of others and develop a desire tohelp them. 
• Cynicism, Depression: They discourage protest by dampening hopes for change. 
• Defiance: Stance that encourages resistance. 
• Enthusiasm, Pride: Positive emotions that protest leaders try to encourage enthusiasm for the 

movement and cause, pride in the associated collective identity, as in Black Power, gay and lesbian 

rights. 
• Envy, Resentment: Exaggerated by early crowd theorists, these are emotions that few admit to and 

which usually lead to actions other than protest; yet they may also appear among protestors. 
• Fear, Dread: These can arise from a sense of threat to one's daily routines or moral beliefs. They can 

paralyze but also be developed into outrage. 
• Joy, Hope: One can be attracted by the joys of empowerment, a sense of "flow" in protest and politics, 

or the anticipation of a better state of affairs in the future. 
• Resignation: Like cynicism, can dampen perceived possibility for change. 

Adapted from Jasper (1998) 
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Mission and vision statements 
“We exist to end the the abuse of animals raised for food. 

[…] We started by focusing on institutional change  - hold 

companies to account” (The Humane League, 2020a) 

Campaign statements (main) 
“THE PARTY IS OVER, McDonald’s. For too long, McDonald’s 

has put profits ahead of doing the right thing. McDonald's 

invests huge sums of money into advertising to promote 

their 'good-guy' image. They want us all to believe they 

are a reliable, responsible company that does the right 

thing. But it's a charade. Behind closed doors, animals are 

suffering in unimaginable ways for McDonald’s menu 

items. Chickens are bred to grow so large, so fast, they 

can hardly walk. They spend their short, miserable lives in 

crowded, filthy sheds. Despite thousands of consumers 

voicing their concerns about this animal cruelty, 

McDonald’s executives have refused to listen. It’s time 

they stop ghosting their chicken welfare responsibilities.” 

(The Humane League, 2020b) 

Video title and description 
Title: “McDonald’s: The Party’s Over!” (The Humane League, 

2020c) 
Description: “McDonald’s has been profiting from extreme 

chicken suffering. Sign the petition, and tell them the party 

is over” (The Humane League, 2020c) 

Table A2.1: The Humane League vs. McDonald’s – data overview 

Source: The Humane League, 2019 

Codes (thematic analysis) 
Affected party non-complicity + SIAP 
Reformative + consequential 
Radical + structural 

Symbolic damage (1) + corporate culpability + firm 

characteristics 
Symbolic damage (1) + corporate culpability + firm 

characteristics 
Symbolic damage (2) + radical + structural 
Symbolic damage (2) + radical + structural 
Symbolic damage (2) 
Affected party non-complicity + SIAP 
(Effect undesirability) + (effect characteristics) 
Affected party non-complicity + SIAP 
 
Corporate culpability + firm characteristics 
Reformative + consequential 

 

 

 

Corporate culpability + affected party non-

complicity + SIAP 
Reformative + mass participation 

Characteristics of the visual 
Depicts people sleeping in a dimly lid McDonald’s mansion 

after a party. 
 
Voice mails are played with people stating that 

McDonald’s needs to keep up with the time, that they are 

untrustworthy, that they are too concerned with its looks 

and that they are torturing animals. 

Semiotic interpretation 
Signifies a high degree of both the affective 

emotion of suspicion and injustice frames. 
 

Signifies that people share a collective identity 

against the cause of torturing animals, which 

provides specification and justification. Signifies 

mainly the reactive emotions of anger, outrage, 

indignation and shame. Signifies a high degree of 

blame and injustice frames.  

(continued on next page) 
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Firm response statement 
"We're committed to sourcing our food and packaging 

sustainably, including the welfare of the animals in our 

global supply chain. We believe that our outcome-based 

approach provides the most comprehensive way forward to 

measurably improve chicken welfare. We recently 

announced a Global Chicken Sustainability Advisory Council, 

a multi-stakeholder group including leading academics and 

animal health and welfare experts, global suppliers, and 

NGOs. This group will provide deep expertise, diverse 

perspectives, and provide recommendations for evolving our 

chicken welfare and sustainability strategy.” (Smith, 2019).  

Comments (selective representation) 
Phillip Popien (19-06-2019): 
“McDonld’s, sign and implement the Better Chicken 

Commitment. Easy as that.”  
 
Michelle Kucerak (19-06-2019): 
“It’s disgraceful how McDonald’s is ghosting its 

responsibilities to address animal cruelty!”  
 
Martin Underwood (19-06-2019): 
“Hi Keith, I'm outraged to see this  new campaign 

film against McDonald's. As one of the most influential 

companies in the world, your actions have an impact on 

millions of animals, but all I see you doing is ignoring 

your responsibilities.”  
 
Georgia Morrison (19-06-2019): 
“I’ve signed the petition as well. They won’t get away 

with it for much longer! #mcghoster”  

 

(The Humane League, 2019). 

Codes (thematic analysis) 
Grey area (defiance) + blame + energetic arousal 

+ identification + moral emotions 
 
 
 
Reactive emotion (outrage) + blame + energetic 

arousal + identification + moral emotions 
 
 
Reactive emotion (outrage) + blame + energetic 

arousal + identification + moral emotions 

 

 

 

 
 
Grey area (defiance) + blame + energetic arousal 

+ identification + moral emotions + pledging + 

performing 

Collectivistic identity + moral legitimacy + biased 

transparency 

Compromise – balance 

 

 
 
Compromise - pacify 
Relational identity + cognitive legitimacy + 

scientific justification 
 
(legal justification) 

CSR (ESG) statement  
”Goal: Source chicken with improved welfare outcomes. 
[…] 
Progress:  
[….] 
In 2018, we launched an independent Global Chicken 

Sustainability Advisory Council of diverse experts.  

(continued on next page) 

  
Collectivistic identity + biased transparency 
 

 

 

Relational identity + cognitive legitimacy + 

scientific justification  

Table A2.1: The Humane League vs. McDonald’s – data overview (continued) 
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In 2019, we defined farm-level and processing-level key 

welfare indicators (KWIs) and the methodology for 

measuring them. 
[…] 
In partnership with Foundation for Food and Agricultural 

Research (FFAR), we launched the SMART (Sensing, 

Monitoring, Analysis, Reporting, Technologies) broiler 

initiative to identify and fund emerging technology solutions 

to enable global, commercial-scale, on-farm measurement 

of key welfare indicators. 
[…] 
McDonald’s was one of the first retailers to implement a 

Controlled Atmospheric Stunning (CAS) system into a broiler 

supply chain in the U.S.” (McDonald’s, 2020) 

Table A2.1: The Humane League vs. McDonald’s – data overview (continued) 

 Individualistic orientation + pragmatic legitimacy 
 
 
 
Relational identity + cognitive legitimacy + 

scientific justification 
 
 
 
 
 
Individualistic orientation + pragmatic legitimacy 

+ cognitive legitimacy + legal justifications 

Table A2.2: Reactive and affective emotions 

(The Humane League vs. McDonald’s)  

Reactive
  

Grey area 

Affective 

Anger 
Indignation 
Outrage 
Sorrow 
Shame 

Type Weight of Influence (%) Sum (%) 

49.7 

2.3 
4.6 
39.4 
2.3 
1.1 

Defiance 
Depression 
Hope 

Paranoia 

34.9 
5.1 
9.7 49.7 

0.6 0.6 

Table A2.4: Blame  
(The Humane League vs. Del Taco) 

Yes 
No 

96.0 
4.0 

Presence Weight of Influence (%) 

Table A2.5: Emotional energy 
(The Humane League vs. Del Taco)  

(none) 
Energetic arousal 
Identification 
Moral emotions  

Type Weight of Influence (%) 

0 
99.4 
95.4 
95.4 

Table A2.6: Enactment 
(The Humane League vs. Del Taco)  

(none) 
Pledging 
Performing 
Evangelizing  

Type Count 

26 
7 
7 
4 

Table A2.3: Investment in the status quo 
(The Humane League vs. Del Taco) 

Yes 
No 

1.1 
98.9 

Presence Weight of Influence (%) 
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Mission and vision statements 
“We exist to end the the abuse of animals raised for food. 

[…] We started by focusing on institutional change  - hold 

companies to account” (The Humane League, 2020a) 

Campaign statements (main) 
“Chickens raised for Del Taco's menu live a life of constant 

misery. 
 
Del Taco: Adopt the Better Chicken Commitment. 
 
TRAPPED IN FILTH 
Del Taco sources chicken from industrial farming operations 

that house hundreds of thousands of birds inside filthy, 

windowless sheds. 
 
BRED TO SUFFER 
Birds in Del Taco's supply chain have been so genetically 

manipulated that they grow to be three times as large as 

they would without such invasive tampering — and in less 

time. 
 
BRUTALLY KILLED 
While millions of birds die due to genetic and environmental 

abuses, those who survive suffer the cruelest fate.” 
(The Humane League, 2020c) 

Video title and description 
Title: “Activists urge Del Taco to STOP their animal cruelty 

#DelTorture” (The Humane League, 2020d) 
 
Description: “On January 22nd, animal rights activists 

across the country joined our Day of Action and urged Del 

Taco to do better #ForTheAnimals and sign the Better 

Chicken Commitment. Learn more about Del Taco's cruelty 

and call on them to stop supporting animal abuse.” (The 

Humane League, 2020d). 

Table A3.1: The Humane League vs. Del Taco – data overview 

Codes (thematic analysis) 
Affected party non-complicity + SIAP  
Reformative + consequential  
Radical + structural 

Affected party non-complicity + SIAP + Symbolic 

damage (1) + Symbolic damage (2) + corporate 

culpability + firm characteristics 
Symbolic damage (2) + reformative + 

consequential 
Symbolic damage (1) + (effect undesirability) 
Symbolic damage (2) + affected party non-

complicity + SIAP + corporate culpability + firm 

characteristics 

 
 
Symbolic damage (1) + (effect undesirability) 
Symbolic damage (2) + Affected party non-

complicity + SIAP + corporate culpability + firm 

characteristics 

 
 
Symbolic damage (1) + (effect undesirability) 
Symbolic damage (2) + Affected party non-

complicity + SIAP 

(continued on next page) 

Reformative + consequential + Affected party non-

complicity + SIAP + corporate culpability + mass 

participation 
Reformative + consequential + Affected party non-

complicity + SIAP + corporate culpability + mass 

participation 
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Table A3.1: The Humane League vs. Del Taco – data overview (continued) 

Codes (thematic analysis) 
 

Reactive emotion (outrage) + blame + energetic 

arousal + identification + moral emotions  

Characteristics of the visual 
Depicts barns where chickens are standing in compact 

groups and a close-up on one chicken that appears unable 

to stand up. Meanwhile a text states the following: “Hey 

Del Taco. Are you really proud as Del to support this?” 
 
Depicts a protest in front of Del Taco’s headquarter where 

one protester says “we are here to tell the public about Del 

Taco’s shameful failure to have a meaningful chicken 

welfare policy. We’re asking them to adopt the ‘Better 

Chicken Commitment’ that would stop the worst of abuses 

they are allowing their suppliers to commit”, which also 

ends with a zoomed-out frame of chickens standing in 

compact groups.  
 
Depicts another protester standing in front a Del Taco 

restaurant saying: “I am joining activists across the U.S. to 

urge Del Taco to join the ‘Better Chicken Commitment’.” 
 
Depicts other protesters standing in front a campaign 

billboard and says: “The chickens in their supply chain 

suffer horrendously.” 
 
Depicts online activist group activity, where The Humane 

League spreads the word via social media and shows a cite 

where third parties can sign a petition.  
 
Depicts an alternated Del Taco logo where a bird is lying 

down and crying while the hashtag #DelTorture is stated 

beneath.  
 
(The Humane League, 2020d) 

Semiotic interpretation 
Signifies the reactive emotions of grief, sorrow, 

and loss due to the chickens’ conditions and the 

reactive emotion of shame. As a result, it signifies 

a specification and justification of the campaign 

relates to moral shocks, blame and injustice 

frames.  
 
Signifies the same emotions of the previous 

tapping into a collective identity for the cause. 
 

 

 

 

 

Signifies blame, a collective identity and the 

cause. 

 

 
 
Signifies the reactive emotions of grief, sorrow 

and loss. 

 
 
Signifies a connection to the activist group. 
 

 

Signifies blame.  

(continued on next page) 

Comments (selective representation) 
joss levy (30-01-2020): 
”I am astounded.  How can the people at Del Taco be 

okay with this?  Are they completely without decency 

and integrity?” 
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Table A3.1: The Humane League vs. Del Taco – data overview (continued) 

Codes (thematic analysis) 
Reactive emotion (shame) + blame + energetic 

arousal + identification + moral emotions  

 

 

 

 
 
Grey area (hope) + blame + energetic arousal + 

identification + moral emotions  

 
 
Reactive emotion (shame) + blame + energetic 

arousal + identification + moral emotions  

(continued on next page) 

Comments (selective representation) 
iHeart Bird (30-01-2020) 
”I was very disapointed to learn that Del Taco allows 

horrible cruelty in its chicken supply chain. It's shameful! 

Del Taco, please adopt a meaningful chicken welfare 

policy!” 
 
Majestic wedding & event DJ is in Bali (30-01-2020): 
”Great initiative and campaign! I hope Del Tace will open 

their eyes and do the right thing!” 
 
Dena Blumenthal (31-01-2020): 
”Del Taco should be ashamed of its inaction on this serious 

issue!” 
 
(The Humane League, 2020d) 

Firm response statement 
“ANIMAL WELFARE AT DEL TACO  
 
Animal Welfare  
 
At Del Taco, we believe in the dignified and humane 

treatment of animals throughout our supply chain. We 

believe that it’s both an ethical obligation and an important 

component of our commitment to providing safe and quality 

food for our guests.  
 
The humane and responsible treatment of farm animals 

begins with five key principles, recognized internationally as 

the Five Freedoms. They consist of the following:  
• Freedom from hunger or thirst  
• Freedom from discomfort  
• Freedom from pain, injury and disease  
• Freedom to express normal behavior  
• Freedom from fear or distress  
 
We are committed to upholding these principles through our 

vendor selection processes and food safety oversight 

measures to ensure that our suppliers consistently meet 

and/or exceed government and industry standards for 

animal welfare.” (Del Taco, 2020) 

 

 

 

 

 

Compromise (pacify) + relational identity + 

pragmatic legitimacy + moral legitimacy + biased 

transparency 
 
 
 
Collectivistic identity + cognitive legitimacy + 

(legal justifications) + (scientific justifications) + 

biased transparency 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Relational identity + cognitive legitimacy + legal 

justifications + (scientific justifications) + biased 

transparency 
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Broiler Chicken Welfare 
  
In accordance with our animal welfare principles, Del Taco 

partners with poultry suppliers that share our commitment 

to animal well-being and observe the following 

requirements:  
• Maintain an animal welfare program that provides 

oversight and compliance for responsible animal handling 

throughout the broiler chicken life cycle  
• Comply with National Chicken Council (NCC) Animal 

Welfare Guidelines and utilize the NCC Audit Checklist for 

animal welfare audits  
• Conduct internal and third-party animal well-being audits 

throughout the production system to ensure compliance 

with animal welfare best practices and standards  
• Ensure that internal and third-party animal welfare auditors 

are certified by the Professional Animal Auditor Certifier 

Organization (PAACO)  
• Comply with USDA and FDA regulations regarding use of 

antibiotics for veterinary care  
• Demonstrate commitment to the pursuit of new methods 

and technologies to advance progress in the areas of 

stocking density, environmental conditions and stunning 

methods  
 
Our Ongoing Animal Welfare Commitment  
 
Our commitment to animal welfare is enduring. The humane 

and dignified treatment of animals in the Del Taco supply 

chain is important to us and we remain steadfast in our 

efforts to promote awareness and continue progress.”  

(Del Taco, 2020). 

Table A3.1: The Humane League vs. Del Taco – data overview (continued) 

 

 

Relational identity + cognitive legitimacy + moral 

legitimacy + biased transparency 
 
Relational identity + pragmatic legitimacy + 

cognitive legitimacy + legal justifications 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Defiance (dismiss) + biased transparency + 

collectivistic identity 

CSR statement  
(none) 
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Table A3.2: Reactive and affective emotions 

(The Humane League vs. Del Taco)  

Reactive
  

Grey area 

Affective 

Anger 
Grief 
Indignation 
Outrage 
Shame 

Type Weight of Influence (%) Sum (%) 

72.0 

3.2 
2.7 
16.7 
35.5 
14.1 

Hope 
Fear 

Love 
Respect 
Solidarity 

9.1 
0.5 9.7 

7.5 
7.0 
3.8 18.3 

Table A3.4: Blame  
(The Humane League vs. Del Taco) 

Yes 
No 

98.6 
1.6 

Presence Weight of Influence (%) 

Table A3.5: Emotional energy 
(The Humane League vs. Del Taco)  

(none) 
Energetic arousal 
Identification 
Moral emotions  

Type Weight of Influence (%) 

1.6 
98.4 
98.4 
98.4 

Table A3.6: Enactment 
(The Humane League vs. Del Taco)  

(none) 
Pledging 
Performing 
Evangelizing  

Type Count 

30 
2 
2 
1 

Table A3.3: Investment in the status quo 
(The Humane League vs. Del Taco) 

Yes 
No 

3.8 
96.2 

Presence Weight of Influence (%) 
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Mission and vision statements 
”Who we are 
Greenpeace exists because this fragile earth deserves a 

voice. It needs solutions. It needs change. It needs action. 
[…] 
Our vision 
We believe optimism is a form of courage. We believe that a 

billion acts of courage can spark a brighter tomorrow.” 

(Greenpeace, 2020) 

Campaign statements (main) 
“The Volkswagen Group is the largest car maker in Europe. It 

has repeatedly claimed that it wants to be a ‘green’ 

company, but has so far failed to live up to its green 

ambitions. It has been slow to make its fleet more efficient, 

despite having developed the technology to do so, and has 

actively worked to impede strong European climate policies. 

The company must change.” (Greenpeace Nordic, 2011). 

Video title and description 
Title: “VW: The Dark Side” (Greenpeace International, 2011) 
 
Description: “Volkswagen opposes key European laws that 

we need if we're going to save our planet from climate 

change. All is not lost. We feel the good in Volkswagen. 

Help us turn VW away from the Dark Side. JOIN THE 

REBELLION - http://vwdarkside.com/.” (Greenpeace 

International, 2011) 

Table A4.1: Greenpeace vs. Volkswagen – data overview 

Codes (thematic analysis) 
 

 

Reformative + consequential + radical + structural 
 

 

 

Mass participation 

(continued on next page) 

Characteristics of the visual 
Depicts a child dressed up as the villain Darth Vader from 

the initial Star Wars film trilogy running towards a 

Volkswagen car parked in a driveway and he/she appears 

to try to control it with “the force”. 
 
Depicts children dressed up as familiar characters (such as 

Luke and Leia Skywalker, Chewbacca and C-3PO) from the 

so-called rebellion against the empire which Darth Vader 

represents walking on streets in a residential area. 

Semiotic interpretation 
Signifies the grey area emotions of both fear and 

joy and the affective emotion of suspicion.  

 

 
 
Signifies the affective emotion of hope and the 

grey are emotion of joy, and a collective identity.  

Corporate culpability + Firm characteristics 
 
Symbolic damage (1) + Symbolic damage (2) 
 
Symbolic damage (1) + effect undesirability + 

effect characteristics + firm characteristics 
Reformative + consequential 

Symbolic damage (1) + symbolic damage (2) 
 
Symbolic damage (1) + corporate culpability 
Effect undesirability + effect characteristics 
Reformative + consequential + SIIF 
Reformative + consequential + mass participation 
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Table A4.1: Greenpeace vs. Volkswagen – data overview (continued) 

(continued on next page) 

Depicts the child dressed up as Darth Vader attempting to 

”use the force” against the Volkswagen car but being 

unable to do so once the children dressed up as characters 

from the rebellion enter the driveway with lightsabers.  
 
Depicts the child dressed up as Darth Vader and the 

children dressed up as characters from the rebellion 

standing face-to-face while the child dressed up as Darth 

Vader moves his shifts his gaze towards the sky where the 

Death Star (the empires planet-destructing weapon) has 

arrived. On the circular panel where the actual weapon sits 

a Volkswagen logo has been placed. 
 
Depicts the child dressed up as Darth Vader lighting up 

his/her lightsaber while the Death Star launches a beam 

towards Earth. 
 
A text appears which says: “VW is threatening our planet 

by opposing cuts to CO2 emissions.”, which is followed by a 

text urging viewers to “join the rebellion.”. Finally, the 

Greenpeace logo is shown. 
 
(Greenpeace International, 2011) 

Signifies the grey area emotions of joy and hope, 

the affective emotion of suspicion, and a 

collective identity.  

 
 
Signifies the grey area emotion of fear, a 

specification, blame and injustice frames. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Signifies the reactive emotion of anger and the 

grey area emotion of fear.  

 
 
Signifies a specification, a justification, a cause, a 

collective identity, the activist group, while also 

signifying the grey area emotions of fear and 

hope, as well as blame and injustice frames. 

Codes (thematic analysis) 
Grey area (defiance) + investment in status quo + 

energetic arousal 

 

 

 
 
Grey area (defiance) + blame + energetic arousal 

+ identification + moral emotions 
 
Grey are (joy) + investment in status quo + 

energetic arousal 

 
 
Grey area (joy) + investment in status quo + 

energetic arousal 

Comments (selective representation) 
ReallyThilthyToad (17-11-2015) 
”As if anyone really cares. As a matter of fact people still 

appreciate the quality and reasonable pricing of their 

Volkswagen.” 
 
Benvolio Mozart (23-09-2015): 
”Das Shit Auto” 
 
Jerry Baton (24-09-2015): 
”JOIN THE EMPIRE!! and btw greenpeace is not the 

rebellion, best they can do are Gungans” 
 
Turb0flat4 (26-09-2015): 
“Wow, I never thought of VW as cool until this. Buying one 

now, thank you Greenpiss! J”  
 
(Greenpeace International, 2011) 
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Table A4.1: Greenpeace vs. Volkswagen – data overview (continued) 

(continued on next page) 

 

Reactive emotion (outrage) + blame + energetic 

arousal + identification + moral emotions. 

Luis A. Vargas V. (25-09-2015): 
”Volkswagen needs to pay for this! We need to seriously 

hurry to change into electric cars....but...I haven't heard 

Greenpeace say anything about Co2 emissions from bovine 

meat production, the UN in 2006 stated that cow, chicken 

and pig meat production are responsible for 51% of all 

greenhouse gases thrown into the atmosphere. Nowadays 

we have 19 billion chickens, 1.4 billion cows, 1 billion pigs 

and just under 1 billion goats producing enough methane to 

create a world climatic emergency by 2048, they're 

drinking up to 60% of our drinkable water, and destroying 

our rainforests to grow corn and soy to feed them. This 

means that cows, chickens, pigs and goats pollute our 

planet more than all cars, planes and oil companies in our 

planet put together....” 
(Greenpeace International, 2011) 

Firm response statement 
”PRESS RELEASE 
 
Volkswagen and Greenpeace underline strict CO2 limits for 

new cars 
 
• Joint declaration on emissions goal of 95 grams 

 

Wolfsburg, March 25, 2013 – At the beginning of the Geneva 

Motor Show on March 4, 2013, the Volkswagen Group 

announced for the first time its far-reaching decision to 

reduce the fuel consumption of its new vehicle fleet to a 

greater extent than had previously been intended. This 

decision was underscored by Prof. Dr. Martin Winterkorn, 

Chairman of the Executive Board of Volkswagen 

Aktiengesellschaft, during the first top-level meeting with 

Greenpeace Chief Executive Director Brigitte Behrens in 

Hanover on March 21, 2013. 
 
The meeting focused on a discussion of the Volkswagen 

Group's climate protection efforts. Winterkorn underlined 

that the Volkswagen Group would reach the emission target 

set by EU legislation of an average of 95 grams of carbon 

dioxide (CO2) per kilometer by 2020.  

 

 

 

Acquiescence (comply) + compromise (balance) + 

relational identity + cognitive legitimacy + moral 

legitimacy + balanced transparency 
Relational identity 
 
 
 
Acquiescence (comply) + individualistic identity 
 
Balanced transparency + cognitive legitimacy 
 
 
Compromise (balance) 
 
 
 
Acquiescence (comply) + compromise (balance) 
 
 
Legal justifications 
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Table A4.1: Greenpeace vs. Volkswagen – data overview (continued) 

(continued on next page) 

 

Cognitive legitimacy 
 
Relational identity + economic justifications 

 
 
Acquiescence (comply)  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Acquiescence (comply) + compromise (balance) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Acquiescence (comply) 
 
Cognitive legitimacy 

 
 
Compromise (balance) 

I guarantee that we will do everything in our power to reach 

carbon dioxide emissions of 95 grams without any 

reservations. However, this will only be possible if 

customers accept our advanced alternative powertrains. 

This is of course our objective. 

 

Greenpeace Chief Executive Director Brigitte Behrens 

supports the targets set by Volkswagen. "This is a decision 

in favor of climate protection and a key signal for 

committing to the protection of the environment and society 

and the series production of climate-friendly technical 

solutions. We will remain in dialogue with Volkswagen, also 

as regards mobility concepts for the future." The declaration 

of Volkswagen is also a signal for stricter exhaust emission 

regulations in the growth markets of the USA and China. 

 

For two years, Volkswagen and Greenpeace have been 

engaging in a constructive and in some cases also 

confrontational dialog concerning the reduction of the CO2 

emissions of the entire Volkswagen fleet to an average of 

95 grams by 2020. In connection with this calculation, 

criticisms have been raised, especially as regards 

"supercredits", which allow manufacturers to count electric 

vehicles and hybrid vehicles as low-emission vehicles 

several times over. Independently from each other, 

Volkswagen and Greenpeace are convinced that the 

reduction of carbon dioxide emissions in road traffic is a key 

factor in climate protection. 
 
Volkswagen and the independent environmental protection 

organization will continue constructive dialogue about 

further environmental targets to be adopted by the Group 

and how they are to be achieved.” (King, 2013) 

CSR statement  
”For Volkswagen, sustainability means pursuing economic, 

social and ecological objectives simultaneously and with 

equal energy. It is our aim to create lasting values, offer 

good working conditions, and conserve resources and the 

environment. 

 

Economic justification + scientific justification 
 
Relational identity  
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Table A4.1: Greenpeace vs. Volkswagen – data overview (continued) 

Balanced transparency 

 

 

 
 
Relational identity + cognitive legitimacy 
 
 
 
 
 
Relational identity + economic justification 

 
 
Individual identity 

When it comes to the emissions issue, we have failed to live 

up to our own standards in several areas. The irregularities 

in the handling of emissions tests contradict everything we 

stand for. We will do everything in our power to prevent 

incidents of this kind from recurring, and are fully 

committed to re-embracing our standards and winning back 

public trust. 
 
With our sustainability concept we want to ensure that 

opportunities and risks associated with our environmental, 

social and governance activities are identified as early as 

possible at every stage of the value creation process. In 

keeping with this aim, we are determined that our 

corporate social responsibility (CSR) activities will have a 

lasting, positive impact on the Company’s value and 

reputation.” (Volkswagen Aktiengesellschaft, 2020) 

Table A4.2: Reactive and affective emotions 

(Greenpeace vs. Volkswagen)  

Reactive
  

Grey area 

Affective 

Outrage 
Shame 

Type Weight of Influence (%) Sum (%) 

7.4 
4.6 
2.9 

Compassion 
Defiance 
Dread 
Joy 

Respect 
Solidarity 
Suspicion 

2.3 
50.3 
4.0 
26.3 82.9 

6.9 
1.1 
1.7 23.4 

Table A4.4: Blame  
(Greenpeace vs. Volkswagen) 

Yes 
No 

38.9 
61.1 

Presence Weight of Influence (%) 

Table A4.5: Emotional energy 
(Greenpeace vs. Volkswagen) 

(none) 
Energetic arousal 
Identification 
Moral emotions  

Type Weight of Influence (%) 

0 
100.0 
49.1 
33.7 

Table A4.6: Enactment 
(Greenpeace vs. Volkswagen) 

(none) 
Pledging 
Performing 
Evangelizing  

Type Count 

34 
0 
0 
0 

Table A4.3: Investment in the status quo 
(Greenpeace vs. Volkswagen) 

Yes 
No 

36.6 
63.4 

Presence Weight of Influence (%) 
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Mission and vision statements 
”Who we are 
Greenpeace exists because this fragile earth deserves a 

voice. It needs solutions. It needs change. It needs action. 
[…] 
Our vision 
We believe optimism is a form of courage. We believe that a 

billion acts of courage can spark a brighter tomorrow.” 

(Greenpeace, 2020) 

Campaign statements (main) 
”This morning we released a new video asking much-loved 

toy company, LEGO to ditch its partnership with oil company 

Shell. The film depicts an Arctic made entirely of LEGO and 

imagines an oil spill in this beautiful and pristine part of the 

world. In real life, Shell plans to drill in the Arctic with the 

very real risk of a huge oil spill that would destroy this 

unique ecosystem. 
 

We worked with award-winning creative agency, Don’t 

Panic to create the film. It features cameo characters from 

the LEGO Movie, Game of Thrones, and every child’s 

favourite, Santa Claus. We hope the film is shared far and 

wide and serves to pressure LEGO into re-thinking their 

relationship with Shell. 
 

Every company has a responsibility to choose its partners 

and suppliers ethically. LEGO says it wants to leave a better 

world for children and has a progressive environmental 

policy. But it’s partnered with Shell, one of the biggest 

polluters on the planet, now threatening the Arctic. That’s a 

terrible decision and its bad news for kids. We’re calling on 

LEGO to stand up for the Arctic — and for children — by 

ditching Shell for good.” (Ayech, 2014) 

Video title and description 
Title: “LEGO: Everything is NOT Awesome” (Greenpeace 

International, 2014) 
 
Description: (none) 

Table A5.1: Greenpeace vs. LEGO – data overview 

(continued on next page) 

Codes (thematic analysis) 
 

 

Reformative + consequential + radical + structural 
 

 

 

Mass participation 

 

SIIF + firm characteristics 
Corporate culpability  

 
 
Symbolic damage (1) + Effect undesirability + 

effect characteristics 

 

 

 

 
 
Mass participation 
Symbolic damage (2) + reformative 

 
 
Consequential 
 
Symbolic damage (1) + symbolic damage (2) + 

Affected party non-complicity + effect 

undesirability  
Corporate culpability  
Reformative + effect undesirability + affected 

party non-complicity + SIAP  

 

Reformative + corporate culpability 
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Table A5.1: Greenpeace vs. LEGO – data overview (continued) 

(continued on next page) 

Characteristics of the visual 
Depicts a peaceful arctic landscape build entirely from LEGO 

bricks with polar bears, wolves, a fisherman, an ice hockey 

match, a soccer match.  
 
Depicts a drilling platform in the middle of an arctic ocean 

and machines entering a small arctic village where a happy 

driver has arrived and stands in front of a Shell truck.  
 
Depicts the drilling platform with a Shell flag on top, fire 

burning from a chimney and a man standing on the lowest 

level in a pin-striped suit who smokes a cigar in front of a 

sign prohibiting smoking.  
 
Depicts the drill from the platform penetrating the artic 

ocean and suddenly what looks like real oil is starting to 

leak and spread all over the ocean. 
 
Depicts dead fish, a fisherman, Game of Thrones 

characters, a crying child with a teddy bear, wolves, a polar 

bear, a dog, a couple, the owl Hedwig from Harry Potter, 

another couple, Santa and an elf, and a crying man with 

headphones who are all being drowned in oil.  
 
Depicts a polar bear reaching the top of an iceberg with a 

Shell flag on top while the oil level is rising. 
 
Depicts the LEGO logo on LEGO bricks being covered in oil. 
 
Depicts the Shell flag standing tall above the oil with the 

text: “SHELL IS POLLUTING OUR KID’S IMAGINATIONS”, 

followed by another text saying: “TELL LEGO TO END ITS 

PARTNERSHIP WITH SHELL. LEGOBLOCKSHELL.ORG. 

GREENPEACE.” (Greenpeace International, 2014) 

Semiotic interpretation 
Signifies the grey area emotion of joy. 

 

 
 
Signifies the affective emotion of suspicion. 

 

 
 
Signifies the grey area emotion of fear, blame, 

injustice frames  and slightly signifies a 

specification.  

 
 
Signifies a specification and slightly signifies a 

justification. 

 
 
Signifies the reactive emotions of loss and sorrow, 

and injustice frames.  

 

 

 
 
Signifies the reactive emotions of loss and sorrow, 

blame and injustice frames.  

 

Signifies specification 

 
 
Signifies justification 
Signifies specification, a cause, a collective 

identity and the activist group.   

Codes (thematic analysis) 
 

Grey area (defiance) + energetic arousal 

Comments (selective representation) 
Thicc Boi (29-10-2017): 
”Shell: *Lets drill the arctic*  
Lego: *lets make shell lego sets* 
People: *stop Lego* 
Me: *i thought shell was the bad guy*” 
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Table A5.1: Greenpeace vs. LEGO – data overview (continued) 

(continued on next page) 

 

Grey area (defiance) + investment in status quo + 

energetic arousal 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Reactive emotion (sorrow) + blame + energetic 

arousal + identification + moral emotions’ 

 

 

Grey area emotion (joy) + energetic arousal 

 

 

Affective emotion (respect) + energetic arousal 

Kevon Looney (05-01-2018): 
”Just saying, why would you attack LEGO and not shell, 

besides for the amount of oil and plastic and electricity you 

used to film this it probably quadrupled the amount of oil 

LEGO and shells partnership caused to be used, I mean 

what kind of kid is going to see the shell logo and be 

excited and want gas and oil?” 
 
Ann-L1 (10-08-2014): 
”My childhoodmemories filled with lego building are now 

tainted with black sticky oil....”  
 
Lucifer’s Play house (12-10-2016): 
”BASEPLATES AND BACKGROUND SETS NOT INCLUDED” 
 
Evan Bricks (16-02-2019): 
”5 years later and The Lego Movie 2 The second Part has a 

song called Every things not awsome” 
 
(Greenpeace International, 2014) 

Firm response statement 
”As things currently stand we will not renew the contract 

with Shell when the present contract ends.  
 

The Greenpeace campaign uses the Lego brand to target 

Shell. As we have stated before, we firmly believe 

Greenpeace ought to have a direct conversation with Shell.  
 

The Lego brand, and everyone who enjoys creative play, 

should never have become part of this dispute between 

Greenpeace and Shell.  
 

Our stakeholders have high expectations of the way we 

operate. So do we. We do not agree with the tactics used 

by Greenpeace that may have created misunderstandings 

among our stakeholders about the way we operate, and we 

want to ensure our attention is not diverted from our 

commitment to delivering creative and inspiring play 

experiences.” (Brittlebank, 2014) 

 

Acquiescence (imitate) + cognitive legitimacy  
 

 

Defiance (challenge) + individualist identity + economic 

justification + biased transparency 
 

 

Defiance (attack) + individualistic identity + pragmatic 

legitimacy + biased transparency 
 

 

Defiance (attack) + relational identity + cognitive legitimacy 

+ economic justification + biased transparency 
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Table A5.1: Greenpeace vs. LEGO – data overview (continued) 

Relational identity + cognitive legitimacy  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
Relational identity 

 

 

 

 
 
Relational identity + scientific justification 
 
Collectivistic identity + scientific justification 

 

 

 
 
Relational identity + cognitive legitimacy  

CSR statement 
“At the LEGO Group, we’re playing our part in building a 

sustainable future and creating a better, brighter world for 

our children to inherit. Find out how we’re inspiring the 

children of today to become the builders of tomorrow 

through the power of play. 
 
Children 
 
Children are our role models, and the LEGO group champions 

the power of play as a key enabler in supporting children to 

develop and thrive in a complex and challenging world.  
 
Environment 
 
We are committed to protecting the environment and the 

planet our children will inherit. It is not enough just to 

reduce our impact on the environment, we want to go 

further and have a positive impact.  
 
People 
 
We value the people, partners and suppliers who make LEGO 

play expereinces possible and we work hard to make our 

workplaces inclusive, safe, and motivating.”  
(LEGO, 2020) 
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Table A5.2: Reactive and affective 

emotions (Greenpeace vs. LEGO)  

Reactive
  

Grey area 

Affective 

Shame 
Sorrow 

Type Weight of Influence (%) Sum (%) 

19.3 
3.7 
15.6 

Defiance 
Depression 
Hope  
Joy 

Respect 

21.8 
5.5 
2.3 
38.7 68.4 

12.3 12.3 

Table A5.4: Blame  
(Greenpeace vs. LEGO) 

Yes 
No 

37.4 
62.2 

Presence Weight of Influence (%) 

Table A5.5: Emotional energy 
(Greenpeace vs. LEGO) 

(none) 
Energetic arousal 
Identification 
Moral emotions  

Type Weight of Influence (%) 

0 
100.0 
34.2 
34.2 

Table A5.6: Enactment 
(Greenpeace vs. LEGO) 

(none) 
Pledging 
Performing 
Evangelizing  

Type Count 

34 
0 
0 
0 

Table A5.3: Investment in the status quo 
(Greenpeace vs. LEGO) 

Yes 
No 

0.0 
100.0 

Presence Weight of Influence (%) 


